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A man who repeatedly hits himself on the head with a
hammer is liable to be prone to headaches.
visit to the Jerry Lee Lewis Convention in
Newport, at the King's Hotel. She entertained us
with many stories we'd never heard before and
are unlikely to hear again. Those who were there
will know what I mean. A surreal question and
answer session followed.

Surreal Encounters of the
Rock'n'Roll/Roots Music Kind
PART THREE
At a Jerry Lee concert in, I believe, East Anglia or
that region, I arrived at the theatre thinking I'd
come to the wrong venue. All the locals were
milling about in evening dress, as though
attending a classical concert. Obviously they
came every week whoever was on, but it was the
strangest Lewis audience I have ever seen. In
Chatham on the 1972 tour Jerry introduced
himself and said: 'I'm so glad to be back in
Ferriday, Louisiana' whereupon an offended local
woman shouted out indignantly in a posh voice:
'You're in Chatham, Kent!' 'I was only kidding,
honey!' retorted Lewis.

On my first visit to the Deep South in 1983, I
arrived by Greyhound bus in Memphis to be met
by a local minibus to take me to my hotel. Whilst I
was thrilled to be in the birthplace of Rock’n’Roll
for the first time and had a million questions to
ask, all the minibus crew were interested in talking
about, once they heard my British accent, was
Benny Hill! Not a comedian I was the least
interested in. A guy in New Orleans on the same
trip had all the Fawlty Towers episodes on video well at least he had taste, they are all brilliant.
At the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville on this same
trip, I had the privilege to see the late greats Roy
Acuf and Cousin Minnie Pearl hosting the show.
All was OK until Roy announced the presence of a
five-star US army general in the audience, rather
unnecessarily pointing out: 'This is the guy that
would give the order to push the nuclear button if
we were attacked by Russia. Give him a big round
of applause.' I felt I would be lynched, being
apparently the only one in the audience who
refused to applaud or give him a standing ovation.

On another occasion I met Myra Gale in her hotel
by Marble Arch. This was when she was here to
promote her book, Great Balls of Fire, in the early
1980s. I was about to embark on my first trip to
Ferriday, and Myra kindly drew a sketch map on
the hotel serviette (which I have kept to this day)
to direct me to the Lewis family cemetery in
Clayton. I managed to find it eventually, but had to
ask directions several times as the gravel road
Myra described had been 'black-topped over' as
the locals told me. I was apprehensive about
approaching rural homes in Louisiana to ask
directions, thinking I might get shot by some
redneck for trespassing on his property, but the
locals couldn't have been more friendly and
helpful.

Sunglasses Ron's funeral was a unique occasion,
with many Teds marching
in a sombre procession to
the graveyard. My picture
appeared in no less than
three national dailies (The
Star, The Mirror and the
Daily Mail), plus a brief
shot on the London TV
news. One of these papers
printed a photo of me and
another Ted, describing us
as 'characters'. I couldn't
A “vicious thug”!
help feeling, judging from
the pictures, that what they
really meant was 'characters you wouldn't want to
meet down a dark alley'! We both looked like
vicious thugs in the photos.

On this trip I also ran into Martha Paul working in
a garage shop in Ferriday. She was one of Jerry's
teachers, and she got in the car with me (a
complete stranger) to try and locate the house
where Jerry was born, but it appeared to have
been demolished. On more recent occasion, after
visiting Frankie's museum, she came rushing out
to us as we were about to drive away offering us a
gun for protection now we were in America. We
declined her kind offer yet somehow lived to tell
the tale.
I'm sure many people remember Frankie Jean's
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On a holiday in Turkey in the 1990s there was an
Elvis cafe, and several nights a week the owner
would dress up as Elvis and sing his songs. Who
knows, maybe there is a Jerry Lee Lewis cafe in
Outer Mongolia complete with Killer impersonator!

Finally, when I heard the sad news of Johnny
Cash's death in a taxi coming home from Victoria
after a short break at Pontins in Lowestoft, my
mother remarked we had just seen Johnny at the
holiday camp earlier in the week. I should mention
my mother's 89, and she was getting confused
with the pianist Bobby Crush, who was definitely
NOT one of the Million Dollar Quartet.
THE END
Tony Papard

Ken, Keith, Darren, Dave and others will
remember the great Cajun dance we attended
near Lewisville, Louisiana in the middle of
absolutely nowhere. The waitress at the cafe
where we had breakfast had told us about this
local dance, and one of the Chenier clan was
performing with his band. We arrived at this kind
of wooden shack in the middle of a wood, thinking
it must be the wrong place, but suddenly cars
arrived from nowhere, and soon the joint was
jumpin'! There was even a sheriff in cowboy hat
and full uniform who was from the Narcotics
Squad, evidently to make sure none of the largely
elderly dancers were high on speed or crack.

















I think it was on this trip that we were served by
another sheriff in a Burger King in Lake Charles,
La. Apparently the service was so slow at this
particular branch they had to permanently have a
sheriff with a loaded gun on duty to calm down
impatient customers. After about 45 minutes we
got our coffees and milkshakes. At another cafe,
in New Orleans, it took a similar time to get served
with hamburgers and a drink, even though the
cafe was empty just after midnight. The phone
was ringing away, but the bar owner said: 'I'm not
answering that - they'll think I have nothing else to
do'. They take things easy Down South; as
Carson Robison sang, even the hound dogs are
too lazy to move over when they're sitting on a
thorn, they just howl.
After a very wet day at the New Orleans Jazz and
Heritage Festival, Keith Woods and I arrived back
at the plush Marriott Hotel in Canal Street caked in
mud. In the hotel elevator a smartly dressed
businessman looked down his nose at us and
remarked: 'A bit muddy up at the Festival was it?'
Clearly he thought hippies like us should be
sleeping in tents on the racecourse, not staying at
the Marriott.
For years I went around with a battered old Boots
camera, held together with sellotape. Kristof finally
persuaded me to buy a new camera on the plane
back from Memphis in September 2002. I had
held on to the battered camera as a sort of
souvenir - it was OK till I took it to the Tennessee
Club in Oakwood to see Ray Campi. One would
expect someone of his mature years to stay in the
vicinity of the mike stand, but with the vigour of a
man half his age he suddenly leapt off the stage
right on to my camera which I had foolishly placed
on the floor! Freddie Starr was once reported to
have eaten someone's hamster. Probably untrue,
but Ray Campi definitely jumped on my camera!

Don’t forget to check out the fruits of
FatBellyPeat’s labours at our website;
www.tftw.freeuk.com
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‘Blow Up’ converted Hemmings into an
international star virtually overnight but, despite
appearing alongside Jane Fonda in Roger
Vadim's pop art fantasy ‘Barbarella’ (1968) he
resisted any too ready identification of the kind,
playing in two ambitious historical movies; as the
ill-fated Captain Nolan in ‘The Charge Of The
Light Brigade’ in (1968) and taking the title role in
‘Alfred The Great’ (1969).

Bill and
Ben the
Flower
Pot Men
say
“HOLD
THE THIRD PAGE!”

The early Seventies saw Hemmings’ first venture
to the other side of the camera by directing his
then wife Gayle Hunnicutt in the suspense thriller
‘Running Scared’ (1972). The following year he
directed a far more avowedly offbeat picture, ‘The
14’, a strange tale of a misfit family of four children
and their vicissitudes in the wake of their single
mother’s demise. It bombed in a spectacular
fashion but years later would find a deserved
audience on the art-house circuit.

Artistic director of Cinema Queen Anne Weith
Koods has requested that we here at 'Tales From
The Woods' raise a glass and say farewell to
actor/director and producer David Hemmings
who died suddenly at the age of 62 on the 3rd
December 2003.
Despite a long and varied career he will be
remembered for his performance in
Michelangelo Antonioni's 1966 film ‘Blow
Up’, certainly a defining reflection on the
swinging Sixties, in which Hemmings’
character (a fashionable photographer
allegedly based on David Bailey) is
eventually brought face to face with the
illusoriness not only of success but of reality
itself. The film's conclusion in which the
photographer is gradually torn into an
imaginary game of tennis must surely rank
as one of the most mesmerising in all
cinema, the barrier between art and popular
cinema entwining in a ground-breaking way.

As the decade progressed he formed a
production company with his business
partner John Daly which for some years
became a significant force in film
production
and
distribution,
whilst
continuing to appear in front of the camera
in, at times, rather unexpected contexts.
For example, in the Italian horror movie
‘Profondo Rosso’ (1976), as a rather
puritanical bomb disposal officer in
‘Juggernaut’ (1974) and a scheming
criminal in ‘The Squeeze’ (1977).
The 1980s would find Hemmings involved in
lucrative directing (for television) of highly popular
mainstream shows like ‘Magnum, PI’, ‘The ATeam’ and ‘Quantum Leap’. Approaching middle
age, the boyish actor of ‘Blow Up’ was rapidly
becoming bulkier; it has been suggested an
almost Orson Welles persona as well as stature.
In the opinion of Cinema Queen Anne he gave his
finest performance as a hard-bitten and vindictive
policeman doing his best to frame a suspect in the
New Zealand made ‘Beyond Reasonable Doubt’
(1980). He remained at the other side of the world
long enough to both direct and produce a riproaring buried treasure yarn ‘Race For The
Yankees Zephyr’ (1981).

David Leslie Edward Hemmings was born 18th
November 1941 in Guildford, Surrey and educated
at Glyn College, Epsom. As well as a reputation
gained as a child actor he was also a notable boy
soprano, featuring in the English Opera Group
performances of the works of Benjamin Britten.
Once his voice broke he studied painting at the
Epsom School of Art where. At just 15 he staged
his first exhibition. He returned to singing in his
early twenties, making nightclub appearances
before graduating to the stage and eventually
films.
As a child actor in the Fifties he appeared in ‘The
Rainbow Jacket’ (1954) and took a small role in
Otto Preminger's 1957 version of ‘St Joan’. Come
the 1960s he was both the right age and image to
represent the then burgeoning youth culture, most
notably in ‘The System’ (1964), an early Michael
Winner movie about a group of sullen wasters in a
seaside town, co-starring with Oliver Reed.
Hemmings blond and slight, Reed dark and
brooding, they complemented each other
perfectly. Some forty odd years later they would,
by odd coincidence, appear in ‘Gladiator’ (2000)
during the filming of which Reed died.

Despite a fine performance in Ken Russell's 1989
film of D H Lawrence's ‘The Rainbow’, playing the
part of the colliery owner, the remaining years of
the last century proved undistinguished and
fruitless. However, the role of Cassius in Ridley
Scot's aforementioned ‘Gladiator’, released as the
new century began, brought him back to the fore,
memorably more so in the wonderful ‘Last Orders’
(2001) based on a novel by Graham Swift, about a
group of friends travelling to the seaside to
dispose of the ashes of the first of their number to
die. The presence of Hemmings along with other
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such actors as Michael Caine and Tom Courtney
(who also made their reputations in the new wave
British cinema of the 1960s) gave tangible
presence to the themes of mortality and changing
times.

your victims as well, you can safely bet your life
that you will be given an English accent.
Hollywood, only too eager to capitalise on Rolfe’s
wickedness ability, riding the crest of a wave of
success after ‘Ivanhoe’, beckoned him across the
Atlantic, soon to be cast as a cunning Ned
Seymour in ‘Young Bess’, filmed at MGM's Culver
City Studios, and then browning-up as wily oriental
characters in two examples of Hollywood exotica;
‘King Of The Khyber Rifles’ in which Rolfe is
Karram Khan, a rebel tribesman causing
problems for British officer Tyrone Power, and
‘Veils Of Bagdad’ as Kasseim, an evil vizier
plotting against beefy Victor Mature.
The year 1987 would raise the curtain upon a new
lease of life for Rolfe, gaining him a young cult
following of fans, mostly through the determination
of director and lifelong fan Stuart Gordon who
tracked Rolfe down to Spain, where the actor had
retired since the early 1970s. He required little
persuasion to emerge from retirement to appear
in the Stuart Gordon directed
film ‘Dolls’ (1987) in which he
plays a benign aged dollmaker who lives with his wife
in a gloomy mansion. In typical
"old dark house" fashion, a
number of strangers seek
refuge from a storm and, as
the night progresses, the dolls
come to life to take revenge on
those who are mean and no
longer children at heart.

His career renaissance continued with ‘The
League Of Extraordinary Gentleman’ (2003) and,
at the time of his death, he was filming
‘Samantha’s Child’ in Romania. In a recent BBC
Radio 4 interview he stressed how content with
life he now was, living in an old mill house in a
market town, a river running both sides, along with
his fourth wife and various children from previous
marriages.

Keith Woods








Cinema Queen Anne has requested that we also
th
raise a glass to actor Guy Rolfe who died on 19
October 2003 aged 91. When Ann Widdecombe
voiced her disapproval towards her former Tory
Cabinet colleague Michael Howard upon his
appointment to leader of the Conservative party,
she did so by saying thus, “There is something of
the night about him”, causing much merriment
amongst her fellow parliamentarians, the media
and general public alike. Politicians rarely possess
the intellect to create such witticisms and
obviously this was no exception; it had been said
many years before by Donald Wolfit about the
man to whom we here at the 'Tales From The
Woods' editorial board are paying tribute, one of
the most sinister and hissable of screen villains.
No doubt that laird of British theatre, the long
deceased Sir Donald, had just witnessed Rolfe
cast as a sinuous Prince John pitted against
Robert Taylor's ‘Ivanhoe’ (1952) where he had a
wonderful lip-smacking moment when he
condemned Elizabeth Taylor's Rebecca as a witch
who was to be burned at the stake.

The film led to his role as the insane puppeteer
Andre Toulon, in a series of six ‘Puppet Master’
movies, the last of which appeared in 1999. In
these Rolfe managed to bring dignity and
credibility to the thoroughly dislikable character
that manipulates living dolls to do his bidding.
th

Born Guy Edwin Arthur Rolfe on 27 December
1911 in north London, he was educated at a state
school. His early years were indeed as colourful
as his screen roles, becoming a boxer and then a
racing-car driver before, at the age of 24, taking
up acting. After provincial repertory came his
walk-on part debut in Jacques Feyder's ‘Knight
Without Armour’ (1937).
After the second world war,
Rolfe was offered the role of
the consumptive retired army
officer who falls in love with a
dying fellow patient (Jean
Simmons) in ‘Sanatorium’, the
last of the Somerset Maugham
stories in ‘Trio’ (1950), but ironically had to pull out
when he himself contracted TB. Once back in
good health he played a few romantic leads;
despite his gaunt and saturnine appearance; ‘In

American cinema has throughout its history cast
its villains by easily identifiable ‘accents’; i.e. a gun
toting psychopath from the wrong side of the
tracks, dysfunctional upbringing etc. invariably the
character will be given a southern United States
accent. However, if you are really evil, like you eat
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Prelude To Fame’ (1950) he was a philosophy
professor who discovers an Italian boy who is a
musical genius (Jeremy Spencer), only to regret
the negative results of what fame has done to his
protegé which reflects upon the relationship with
his beautiful young wife. ‘Dance Little Lady’ (1952)
saw him as a doctor falling for ballet dancer Mai
Zetterling, whom he helps to walk again after an
accident. Rolfe was, by all accounts, always
elegantly dressed, and would often arrive at the
studios in his chauffeur-driven Rolls-Royce,

earn hundreds of thousands more.
Carter admitted that he had never heard of either
the album or the film, and barely recalled singing
the song. When he was told that it was outselling
the albums of both Michael Jackson and Mariah
Carey, he allegedly remarked: "You tell Michael
that I'll slow down so that he can catch up." A
week later he flew to Los Angeles for the Grammy
Awards ceremony; it was the first time that he had
boarded a plane.

Keith Woods






James Carter was born in December 1926 at
Sunflower, Mississippi, into a sharecropping
family. Aged 18 he signed up for the Navy, and
served in cruisers in the Pacific during the Second
World War. After the war he got married, but soon
fell foul of the law, eventually serving four prison
terms for theft, robbery and possessing offensive
weapons. He admitted in interviews that he
strayed badly- "You been places, you fight, then
you get home and you are bitter".



'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass to a
former prisoner whose plantation work songs
opened the Coen Brothers film ‘O Brother, Where
Art Thou?’ James Carter who died at his home in
Chicago: aged 76. In 1959 the blues and folk
music collector Alan Lomax visited the notoriously
brutal Mississippi State Penitentiary and recorded
Carter leading an acapella version of the
plantation work song (about a man hunted down
by a sheriff), while Carter was chopping wood and
cutting cotton in a chain gang. Some 40 years
later, the musician/producer T-Bone Burnett heard
the recording while going through the Lomax
archives in New York. Two years later Joel and
Ethan Coen asked Burnett to produce the ‘O
Brother’ soundtrack, and he put Carter's ‘Po'
Lazarus’ first on the list; it was one of the few
tracks in the film that was an original recording.

After his final release, in 1967, he fled the South
for Chicago, where his wife Rosie Lee eventually
opened a store-front church (Holy Temple Church
of God) where she preaches to this day. James
worked as a shipping clerk, and would never sing
the plantation songs again. Together they raised
three daughters, ironically one of whom became a
Chicago police officer and another a real estate
broker.

Keith Woods


Any fan of roots music
would
rate
the
soundtrack
of
‘O
Brother, Where Art
Thou?’ as one of the
greatest of all time.
Make what you like of
the movie itself but the
music on it is something
else. The film is best
described, I guess, as a shaggy-dog story set in
the Deep South during the Depression featuring
an impressive selection of blues, bluegrass and
gospel music, performed by such artists as Chris
Thomas, Ralph Stanley, Emmylou Harris, Gillian
Welch and Alison Krauss . It won five Grammy
Awards, sold around five million copies and was
named album of the year.







'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass one more
time to say farewell to singer/songwriter Don
th
Gibson who died on 17 November 2003 aged
rd
75. Born Donald Eugene Gibson, 3 April 1928 in
Shelby, North Carolina at the height of the
Depression he left school at 13 to earn his living
and supplement the income of his poor share
cropper family by which time he had taught
himself to play guitar. By the age of 14 he was
performing on local radio and shortly after he
formed his first band the Sons of the Soil, a
derivative take on Sons of the Pioneers whose
songs epitomised the nostalgia for the Old West.
By 1948 the band had their own radio show and
the following year were signed up by Mercury; one
of the number of songs they recorded was the
Gibson penned ‘Why Am I So Lonely’.

When Carter - who had been presumed dead was finally tracked down (through meticulous
records kept by the Lomax family) to his tenement
flat on Chicago’s West Side, he was presented
with a platinum album and a $20,000 royalty
cheque as a first instalment. He was also entitled
to songwriting royalties, which go to the performer
once the copyright expires, and was expected to

With his song writing skills developing rapidly he
soon split from the band and went solo. RCA
Victor signed him, now working with his new outfit
Don Gibson and his King Cotton Kinfolks,
following within weeks signing on as a staff
songwriter with Nashville’s biggest music
publisher Acuff-Rose. The company placed his
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Legend In My Time’ to No. 1. Both Emmylou
Harris and Reba McEntire took ‘Sweet Dreams’
back into the charts again. However, he continued
to record albums right up to the late 1980s and by
this time he had amassed more than 50 albums.
In 1973 he was elected to the Nashville
Songwriters Hall of Fame and in 2001, somewhat
belatedly to say the least, inducted into the
Country Music Hall of Fame.

songs with other artists and helped him to jump
ship to MGM Records. For the label in 1955 he
recorded ‘Sweet Dreams’’ which made the country
top 10 and was immediately covered by Faron
Young who took the song to No. 2. Both were later
topped by Patsy Cline’s cover that remains, in Joe
Public's eye, the best-known version. The song
has been covered by countless acts over the
years including Roy Buchanan, Johnny Allan,
Emmylou Harris, Tommy McClain and Don Everly.

Keith Woods

Come 1957 Gibson
was back with RCA
Victor
where
he
teamed
up
with
Nashville
producer
Chet Atkins. It has
been alleged that he
wrote
both
‘Oh
Lonesome Me’ and ‘I
Can't Stop Loving You’
in one June afternoon in 1957. Well folks, that
may or may not be the case but what cannot be
questioned is that he had produced two of his
most lucrative calling cards in a short space of
time. Both songs were hits under Gibson's own
name and in cover versions. ‘I Can't Stop Loving
You’ in particular was recorded by over 700
different artists with Ray Charles’ version, lifted
from his 1962 album ‘Modern Sounds In Country
And Western Music’, in the eyes of the general
public still the best known.









VIDLER’S VIEWS
Linda Gail Lewis at the William
Morris School, Walthamstow
th

27 September 2003
Darren Vidler
This is one of the greatest shows I’ve seen Linda
do; also it was only half an hour from my home
(and where I grew up as a child) which you don’t
get very often these days.
Linda’s backing group came and warmed every
one up (you’ll have to forgive me as, for some
reason, I did not make a note of the name of the
band). They performed a great set with good
versions of ‘Gone, Gone, Gone’, ‘Something I
Said’, ‘Honey Don’t’, ’Rip It Up’, ‘Kansas City’ etc.
Then on came the lady herself and opened up
with her usual ‘Boogie Woogie Girl From
Tennessee’, and followed it with ‘Boppin’ The
Blues’, ‘Roll Over Beethoven’, a wonderful ‘Crazy
Arms’, ‘Jambalaya’, a breathtaking ‘You Win
Again’ and ‘Let’s Talk About Us’. There was a
birthday so Linda sang ‘Happy Birthday’ to the
person concerned.

Gibson hit pay dirt in the UK in 1961 with ‘Sea Of
Heartbreak’ whilst Stateside it was indeed a
prolific period with titles such as ‘Give Myself A
Party’, ‘Don't Tell Me Your Troubles’, ‘Big-Hearted
Me’, ‘Lonesome Old House’ and many more. But
with his success came increasing problems with
drugs and alcohol dependency. He became
notorious for missing gigs and was kicked off the
Grand Ole Opry just as the legendary Hank
Williams had been for similar reasons over a
decade and a half prior.

The setting of the show was in the Assembly room
so, although there were a number of people there,
it had a cosy sort of feel about it. I was there with
my father (who saw Jerry Lee at the Regal,
Edmonton in 1958), Lee Wilkinson and Tony
Papard.

Roy Orbison released an entire album of Gibson
songs in 1967. Three years later would see Neil
Young record ‘Oh Lonesome Me’ on his multiplatinum album ‘After The Goldrush’. The same
period would see Gibson finally cleaning up his
act. He parted company with RCA and signed to
Hickory Records, returning to the country charts in
a serious manner with the number one hit
‘Woman (Sensuous Woman)’ in 1972. He also
enjoyed success on duets with Dottie West and
Sue Thompson and was finally allowed back on to
the stage of the Grand Ole Opry in 1975.

Linda then went on to do some Rock’n’Roll
classics; ‘Blue Suede Shoes’, ‘All Shook Up’ and
‘Party’. She rocketed into ‘What’d I Say’ as the
second half started. Linda then slowed down with
‘Tennessee Waltz’ and ‘Cotton Fields’. This in turn
led us to a fabulous version of ‘Always On My
Mind’, which I haven’t heard Linda do before. The
original ‘You Can Have My Husband’ followed that
which led on to the Jerry Lee classics ‘High
School Confidential’, ‘Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’
On’ and ‘Great Balls Of Fire’.

Although he continued to perform and record, his
biggest successes in later years came from other
artists performing his material. Ronnie Milsap put
money in the bank for Gibson by taking ‘(I'd Be) A
6

After rapturous applause Linda came back with
‘Will You Love Me Tomorrow’, ’Shake Rattle And
Roll’ and a storming version of ‘Old Black Joe’
which we sung our hearts out to. What a great
way to finish the show, one of those gigs you’ll
remember forever.

a lot easier for her. Following her was Russ Dee
performing the title track from Billy Fury’s first film
‘Play It Cool’. Quite a good performance if a little
unanimated.
Now to the next act. Oh
dear, how to describe
Roger Sea? Looking like
Jim out of Eastenders he
launched into a horrendous
version of ‘Night Has A
Thousand Eyes’… you were
out of tune mate. Just when
you thought it could not get
worse it did. Geoff Howlett
gave us ‘Poetry In Motion’;
poetry it wasn’t. This guy has played in various
bands but if this is so his talent did not and like
one of the guys with a guitar had it on but
unplugged! Why? I’ll spare you their other songs
and just concentrate on the remaining good part
of the first half.

Fury Fest - Billy Fury Weekend,
Palace Theatre, Newark
th

th

19 and 20 September 2003
Darren Vidler
This was a very mixed bag of
a weekend. Some really
great moments and some
truly awful ones. Lets start
with Friday evening; this had
the longest first half I have
ever been to in my life. The
compere was Ray Shenton
who seemed to have a quiff
bigger than his head.

Colin
Paul
of
the
Persuaders did an excellent
‘Somewhere’ and ‘Forget
Him’. KD Kane had lost her
nervousness a bit and did
good versions of ‘You Don’t
Have To Say You Love Me’,
‘Lipstick On Your Collar’ and
‘Stupid Cupid’. Track Back
did some credible Shadows covers; ‘Apache’,
‘Wonderful Land’ and ‘Foot Tapper’ (it was nice to
actually hear a band).

First on was some pretty boy
called Johnny Storm who,
believe me, was not a storm, singing an
unreleased Billy song called ‘I Must Be Dreaming’;
I thought I was dreaming such an awful
performance as this. Worse was to come. To top
it all, all the acts (barring one) used backing
tapes… I ask you.
Next up was Tony Harte (no not the one on Vision
On). This guy was supposed to have backed a
succession of Top Ten artists but I could hear no
evidence of great playing just the most unexciting
version of ‘C’mon Everybody’ I have ever heard.
Next up was Dave Michael, the guy supposedly
dressed up as Buddy Holly (but looking more like
Gene Hackman as Popeye Doyle in French
Connection) and pranced around like he had a
ferret down his leg. The guy was supposed to be
an accomplished session musician; he sang ‘Oh
Boy’ but, forget it mate, you ain’t got it or, if you
did, you left it somewhere.

Garry Slade did a wonderful ‘Lonely Blue Boy’,
‘Wondrous Place’, ‘I’m
Lost Without You’,
‘Jealousy’, ‘Someday’ and ‘I’ll Never Quite Get
Over You’ and Russ Dee
did a another song from
Billy’s ‘Play It Cool’ film
with a good version of ‘I
Think You’re Swell’. That
is the end of the first half
and, leaving out the rest of
the dross, it was a total of
two and a half hours; the
longest first half I have
ever experienced, my
backside was moulded to the seat.

Garry Slade was up next but
what a difference; this guy
could sing and actually had
stage presence, giving us a
great version of ‘Sea of Love’.
KD Kane is a lady in her mid
twenties with a great voice
who sang ‘Walking Back To
Happiness’; slightly nervous,
she made a couple of
mistakes but I blame it on
those damn backing tapes.
This young lady should have
had a band backing her which would have made it

The second half was a lot better particularly Colin
Paul (although I would have preferred him with a
band. Why not his own group?) He did excellent
versions of ‘If I Can Dream’, ‘Rubberneckin’, ‘You
Don’t Know’ (off the ‘Sound Of Fury’ album), ‘It’s
Now Or Never’, ‘Suspicious Minds’, ‘Hurt’,
‘American Trilogy’ and a great rocking original
called ‘Ain’t Giving Up Nothing’; a great artist this
guy who is worth seeing if in your area.
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It was then time for the final act of the evening,
Rob Dee and the Fury sound .I thought the band
were quite good doing good versions of ‘Love And
Fury’ and ‘Telstar’ but Rob was average; he did all
Billy’s hits, ‘A Thousand Stars’ and ‘Once Upon A
Dream’ to name a couple, though I thought Rob
was overrated. However, I give him credit for
having his own band.

First act on at 7.30pm
was our compere Ray
Shenton
who
went
through the Billy Fury
songbook including some
lesser known tracks like
‘We Were Meant For
Each Other’ and ‘Gonna
Type A Letter’; good
choice of material but an
average performer and
those blasted backing
tapes. Chas McDevitt finished off the second half
with a great set including ‘Freight Train’ of course,
‘Mama Don’t Allow’, ‘Every Day’, ‘Chantilly Lace’
etc. Great set Chas but would’ve preferred a band
with you.

Day Two

After a short interval it was onto the second half
and the first part featured Nick McNulty and Laura
and Emily, again backing tapes but at least there
Nick McNulty had a guitar and was playing it.
Laura did a good selection of sixties material and
had a strong voice for a sixteen year old with
songs like ‘Dancing In The Street’, ‘Forget Him’,
an original ‘There’s A Hero’ and couple of duets
with her sister Emily, ‘Rhythm Of Life’ and
reprising ‘There’s A Hero’ with her.

Saturday started with a showing of ‘Play It Cool’,
Billy’s aforementioned first film from 1962. I, along
with Dave Woodland who I had gone on the
weekend with, chose not to see the film as we
decided you could see it anytime and I had it on
video already. We therefore elected to go to the
next event which was Vince Eager talking about
his life which was very interesting, including great
tales of him and Billy Fury.

Then it was down to business with Vince Eager
and his band Rockola. What a professional; not
only was Vince in fine form but so was his band,
consisting of his two sons Simon and Christie,
daughter in law Karen, Martin Featherstone on
drums and Chris Bucknell on keyboards. He did a
Skiffle medley which included ‘Bring A Little Water
Sylvie’, ‘Worried Man Blues’ and ‘Puttin’ On The
Style’. A great tribute to Eddie Cochran with
‘Somethin’ Else’, ‘Summertime Blues’ etc. A
wonderful ‘It’s Only Make Believe’, a fantastic new
version of ‘No Other Baby’, a terrific Elvis set and
finishing off with a great version of ‘In Thoughts Of
You’. What a performance. Just a shame some of
the others could not match up.

One that particularly springs to mind is the two of
them nicking a fiver out of Larry Parnes’ wallet
(their then Manager with whom they were staying
at that time) as they were so badly paid they had
to resort to this (even being top stars at the time).
This particular night they stole Larry’s car (as they
had on many occasions), this night they were
driving through the back streets of Soho, when
they were stopped by a copper who informed
Vince and Billy they were going the wrong way
down a one way street, and as Vince did not know
how to get the car in reverse they had to wait till
the copper had gone and carry on and get
themselves back to Larry’s flat. So many stories
you could not go into them here.

Audience with Bert Weedon
th

Harlow Playhouse 19 June 2003
Darren Vidler

It was then time for lunch, and after that a
showing of Billy’s second film ‘I’ve Got A Horse’
which we did not go to for the same reasons as
for the other film. We did not attend the disco in
the afternoon either, just mooched around
Newark. The afternoon was finished off with Vince
Eager interviewing Drummer Dougie Wright (of
the John Barry Seven) and Jack Good, great tales
from the 6.5 Special and Oh Boy days. It was then
back to our B & B to get ready for the evening
session.

This was a gig that, I have to say, I was slightly
disappointed by. The title suggested Bert
discussing his life and playing a few numbers;
agreed he did tell a couple of stories but that was
it! The gig was an afternoon affair starting at 2pm
so, as you can imagine, not a big audience mainly
pensioners, some people my age. There were
some people there I think who knew of Bert and
had gone out of curiosity and others like myself
who knew something of Bert; there were some
who brought scrapbooks etc. along.
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Well what did he do, he came on at 2pm,
launched into ‘Anything Goes’ and this is mainly
the sort of stuff he did through the afternoon; a
few Rock’n’Roll items did pop up ‘Bye, Bye Love’,
‘Oh Boy’, ‘It Doesn’t Matter Anymore’, ‘Guitar
Boogie Shuffle’, ‘Apache’, ‘Heartbreak Hotel’,
‘Can’t Help Falling In Love’. These were the only
Rock’n’Roll items really. It was like an Old-time
Music Hall session really and we even had a
comedian on the second part of Bert’s first half!
Bert seemed to be going through the motions
really; his playing was off in some places, but I
suppose you could forgive because of his age.
However, I found it difficult to sit through things
like ‘Thank Heaven For Little Girls’ which I detest
as a song anyway and finished up with a not very
exciting version of ‘Mama Don’t Allow’; he was
singing as well as playing but you didn’t rock me
I’m afraid Bert.

pulled and were only issued on an EP which is
now very hard to pick up. Two opening tracks
from this session are ‘Gum Drop’ and ‘Yea, Yea’,
originally a minor American hit by the Kendall
Sisters.
Three tracks that follow it are ‘Money Honey’, ‘Be
Bop A Lula’ and ‘Cottonfields’, recorded at one of
the record booths at HMV so his then group the
Vagabonds could sell them at gigs; they paid £8
for the two hour session, had 50 copies pressed
up which they sold at gigs for 4/6d.
We have tracks from his Elvis tribute album
issued on Avenue records in the mid seventies
where Vince really proved himself vocally. The
other tracks have been recorded with his current
group Rockola which comprise his sons Simon
and Christie, his daughter in law Karen, Chris
Bucknell and Martin Featherstone and of course
Vince himself.

Bert with George Harrison

The show finished about 4.20pm then it was off to
have our scone and free coffee. As you’ve
probably gathered I would not go again but I
suppose it was an experience.

The booklet is very informative with some great
period shots including one taken in action at the
2i’s. Vince has one of those voices which has
improved with age. Maybe if Vince had had
someone other than Larry Parnes he may have
been more successful than he was in his heyday.
There
are
some
typical
British
fifties
arrangements but Vince handles them well.
Particularly worthy of mention is the fantastic new
version of ‘No Other Baby’ which really shows off
Vince’s voice.

Yea! Yea! It’s Vince Eager
Rollercoaster Records RCCD 3058
Darren Vidler
Gum Drop, Yea,Yea,. Money Honey, Be Bop A Lula,
Cottonfields, This Should Go On Forever, Lend Me
Your Comb, Soda Pop Pop, Tread Softly Stranger,
Elvis Medley: Loving You, Hound Dog, Teddy Bear,
Jailhouse Rock. Yes Tonight Josephine, A Big Hunk Of
Love, It Doesn’t Matter Anymore, Anyway You Want
Me, All Shook Up, It’s Only Make Believe, Dream
Lover, Oh Boy, Love Me Tender, Hound Dog, No Other
Baby, Hallelujah I Love Her So, Be Bop A Lula,
Midnight Special, Heart As Big As A Mountain.









Frolicks from The
Funkster

Here’s the latest release
from one of the best
reissue companies in the
world of Rock’n’Roll. I only
received this recently and
as usual John Beecher
has done a grand job .The
CD encompasses Vince’s
career from the Fifties to
the present.

Whole Lotta Funkin' Going On
I guess that our own Tony Papard will reveal in
this issue (you’re right, he has – H) that Jerry Lee
Lewis will be on our shores in February with
appearances at The Opera House in Blackpool
(I’m sitting in B17), while for the more discerning
you can experience four nights at the famous
th
st
nd
Gleneagles hotel in Perth, Scotland (20 /21 /22
th
and 29 February). You can get a package of two
nights for £299, which includes Jerry's
performance
and
five
star
weekend

The CD starts with the tracks he recorded for
Decca which would’ve been Vince’s first but were
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accommodation. It doesn't include the fare to
Scotland though, if you book via Virgin Trains
early enough, a saver fare will cost you £24.00.
AND I DO MEAN EARLY (about a month in
advance). So if you wanna go, Blackpool is on the
th
28 (Box Office is 0125 292029).

new double 'Live In Concert 2003' CD out
recorded during the girls’ last tour.
As I mentioned last time, I got tickets to see Bill
Wyman and His Rhythm Kings at The Royal
Albert Hall. The place was packed out; perhaps
there were those who expected him to include
Stones material (well... he didn’t). His current line
up included Sam Brown (Joe's daughter) Albert
Lee, Jim Capaldi (I wouldn't have recognised
him), Georgie Fame, and Beverly Skeets. They
had Chas and Dave who came on and performed
four songs ‘I Wonder In Whose Arms You Are
Tonight', 'Rabbit', 'What's The Reason I'm Not
Pleasing You' and 'Sideboard Song' but Chas'
piano wasn't 'Miked' loud enough and at times if
felt like shouting out “Turn the piano up, I can't
effing hear it!” Among the guests were Andy
Fairweather Lowe and Mark Knopfler. Wyman
himself took vocal duties on a couple of songs but
otherwise he's so laid back you would think that
he could've stayed at home. We left at 11.25 to
catch the tube home but I’m informed that the gig
didn't end until 11.50 but there were no other
'Special guests'

Also because of his recent divorce from 6th wife
Kerrie (who has reportedly hired a new lawyer)
who wants more money from our hero, he is
putting on hold the release of his new album (B. B.
King and Keith Richard have been in to overdub
on various tracks) He also wants to open a new
Club (but again the dreaded ex would want her
'pound of flesh' so that is also for a future date).
Away from the
trials of Jerry if
we might. On the
re-issue front is
the latest B. B.
King
Crown
album ‘B. B. King’
(re-issued
as
'The Soul Of B.
B. King’) CDCHM
986. It features
the original 10
track album (issued in 1963) plus supplemental
bonus tracks; tracks that were either issued as
Kent 45s album tracks and two un-issued (‘Green
and Lucky Blues’ and ‘Don't Let It Shock You’).
Quite surprising that Modern had plenty of unissued material for album releases long after B. B.
had joined ABC/Paramount. (Was he chained to a
mike for days on end just recording material?).

The following night down at Fairfield Hall Croydon
we saw Elkie Brooks (it was less than half full),
only her and her band and her talentless son who
fancied himself as Michael Jackson. He delivered
a funked up arrangement of Sam Cook's
'Wonderful World'. She was off stage by around
9.45. She did two sets and included her rendition
of 'Love Letters', obviously her biggie 'Pearls a
Singer’ and a surprising inclusion of 'Trouble In
Mind’. There wasn't any reference to her old
(Vinegar Joe) chum Robert Palmer who'd recently
died which I thought was a shame (unless they'd
fallen out but I still think a few words would've
been a nice touch).

Ace have now gotten their hands on the Hickory
catalogue so will we see some Bob Luman reissues please, including the 'Let's Think About
Living' album on CD. I know the original album
was released on Warner but the tapes were
owned by Hickory). Their first forays into the CD
domain are two Roy Acuff albums 'Once More It's
Roy Acuff’ (1960) twinned with 'All Time Greatest
Hits’ (issued here as 'King of Country Music') and
a 25 track set by Sue Thompson 'Suzie’ which
includes 'James (Hold The Ladder Steady)',
'Norman' and 'Paper Tiger’. I guess they may
issue some of the late Don Gibson’s albums that
he recorded for them in the '70s (the re-cuts of his
RCA hits pall by comparison). There's a new box
set due from the Bear Family of Luman but I
would imagine it’ll cover much of his period with
Hickory but it's a lot to take in.

Linda Gail’s regular appearance at Putney's Half
Moon was slightly down in numbers. It was a
really foul night; it'd been raining non-stop but it
didn't prevent her from delivering a top show. I
understand that she'd been down at The Ace Café
the previous weekend which also might have
accounted for the lower turn-out.
The next afternoon she phoned me for about 35
minutes. Among other things she's cutting down
on her U.K. gigs (mainly the smaller venues).
She’s recorded a duet with a young Swedish pop
singer on Van Morrison's 'Have I Told You Lately
That I Love You’ that was getting quite heavy
airplay on Swedish radio (I don't know his name).
The single will be released in the U.K. and will
highlight a compilation of her last two studio
albums in the U.S. around the same time.

Just when you think the Elvis machine has run dry
up pops another compilation (I notice that the new
mix of 'Rubbernecking' didn't reach the dizzy
heights of the pop charts).

Watch out in early January for 'The Session' Jerry Lee’s sessions held in London back in

My current 'girl' band The Dixie Chicks have a
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January 1973 for release on CD in England for the
first time. I understand that one track (likely the
awful
instrumental
tribute
'High
School
Confidential’) will be left off. It'll appear on Lemon
Records (a division of Cherry Red). Meanwhile the
small Scots label Shoeshine Records have
acquired some un-issued vocal/piano tapes of
Jerry Lee recorded at his home, but here's the
rub; they plan to add 'instrumentation’ to them.

Collector Music in the U.S. have re-issued the
remaining sixties Atco albums of Bobby's (except
for ‘Teenagers Only'). They include 'Love Swings',
'Twist With Bobby Darin', 'Bobby Darin Sings Ray
Charles', 'Things and Other Things' 'It's You Or
No One' and 'Winners’. All come with original
sleeve design, new liner notes by James Ritz and
recording information. Collector have used the
original Stereo masters that were assembled by
Atco at the time and the sound is brilliant.
Interesting to compare the sound on these and
other re-issues, particularly on 'Twist With' where
the rocking 'Bullmoose’ is clearer than the
recording on the Ring of Stars bootleg.

My mate Al had booked us to see Kate Rusby at
th
The Union Chapel on October 25 . She’s a
Yorkshire gal (Barnsley, same town as Michael
Parkinson came from). I’ve never followed folk
music (I had a Julie Felix album once) so I’m not
at all familiar with her music but she was on stage
(two sets) for just under two hours. Same day
(earlier) went to see 'Kill Bill Vol 1’ at the local
Cinema, a very violent movie. What was
surprising though, is Charlie Feathers’ 'That
Certain Female' is on the soundtrack in the movie
and on the soundtrack album along with Nancy
Sinatra singing 'Boom Boom'( Shot him down) that
Cher had out years ago.

The Ray Charles set was of course the last Atco
album to be released
while Darin was with the
company (March 1962).
The sessions for this had
been held over a four-day
period
the
previous
November
in
Los
Angeles. Bobby signed
with Capitol Records in
July of 1962 and commenced his contract with
them with his first recording date with a session
on 23rd July (If a Man Answers/A True, True
Love). Meanwhile Atco issued another 45, 'Things'
(from sessions held back in June of 1961) and in
mid 1962 it had peaked at Number 3 in the U.S.
pop charts. Quick off the mark an album, 'Things
and Other Things' (Atco 33-146), consisted of
material dating as far back as 1958 (You're Mine,
Now We're One). Another ‘58 recording, 'Lost
Love', had been the flip side of 'Queen Of The
Hop’. The most recent title was ‘Jailer Bring Me
Water’ (from sessions held in October ‘61) which
had also been the flip side of 'Things’. Meanwhile,
at Capitol they were about to release their first
album on Bobby ‘Oh - Look At Me Now', a
collection of standards (Roses Of Picardy, You
Made Me Love You, Blue Skies etc).

th

On November 4 a mate in Yorkshire mails me
some CD-Rs from jazzy Jamie Cullum and
Michael Buble (pronounced Boublay). Both have
their current albums riding high in the album
charts. On a recent TV appearance M.B. was
asked if he ever listened to Sinatra’s swingers;
"Yeah, but mainly I listened to Bobby Darin”. Very
pleasant listening. Will it start a trend especially
when the majors (record companies) are
spending millions in promoting these young
artistes?
th

On November 7 a brief trip to town was rewarded
when I spotted the new Elvis box set 'Close Up'
reduced in price to £27.99. It's all fine stuff but to
hear Binuaral recordings of 'Jailhouse Rock',
'Peace In The Valley' and two takes of 'Treat Me
Nice’ in a similar state is quite odd when you've
been used to the original Monos for many years
(and some of those dreadful reprocessed
stereos). If you were in the mood you could take
out Elvis' vocal track and just listen to the
musician’s track and sing along ('Warden threw a
party in the county jail’). The other three discs are
devoted to ‘Movie Soundtrack', 'The Magic Of
Nashville' (alternates of 'Surrender', 'The Girl of
My Best Friend' 'It Feels So Right' and a particular
favourite ‘Make Me Know It’) with CD 4 containing
a complete concert from Texas in 1972. His voice
is in good shape though typically the ‘50s hits are
short 1 minute 50 second renditions. He always
sang fine on Tony Joe White's 'Polk Salad Annie’.

With their 'new boy' Capitol wasted no time and
during the first six months of 1963 three new
albums 'Earthy', 'Eighteen Yellow Roses' and the
country-fied 'You're The Reason’.

Bobby Darin – Re-Issues On U.S. Collector
Following on from Tony Wilkinson’s excellent
pieces on the early recording career of Bobby
Darin, fans of the man will be very pleased that

Atco still had un-issued product to offer the public;
another 'new’ album 'It's You Or No One’. By now,
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the more sensitive side of Darin emerged (the
album included 'All Or Nothing At All', 'I Can't
Believe That You're in Love With Me' and ‘Don't
Get Around Much Anymore’, all the material
drawn from recording dates held at the end of
January 1960. The album went largely unnoticed
but I expect our Mr. Wilkinson has a copy of the
British London release in his collection
somewhere (or maybe he wasn't into the
Sophisticated Mr. Cassotto at this time).

Spacey. Filming has been in Berlin. A set had
been built to recreate New York’s Bronx but
bazookas were found delaying filming until they
were disposed of. As yet it's not known if Spacey
will sing or 'mime' to Darin originals. No release
date has been set for the movie’s appearance or
who will portray Bobby's wives, Sandra Dee in
particular. It could hopefully spark a revival in
Darin and maybe some of the later Direction
albums could see a re-issue. Maybe Universal
could be persuaded to dig into Tamla Motown’s
vaults and issue some product that languishes
there.

The Funkster








Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits
By 1964 Capitol’s album releases were quiet with
only 'Hello Dolly To Goodbye Charlie' (issued
toward the end of October/early November). Atco
meanwhile in their wisdom kept issuing singles
and in May ‘63 pulled a rabbit out of the hat with
yet another surprise hit, Bobby's recording of the
old Edith Piaf hit 'Milord' sung entirely in French.
The single reached the dizzy heights of 45 on the
pop charts. Darin's version of the song had been
recorded way back in June of 1960. The label
wasted no time in releasing their final album
'Winners’ (Atco 33-167). Much of the album had
been recorded in February of 1960 and it included
‘What a Difference a Day Makes’ (only recently
covered yet again, this time by Jamie Cullum on
his 'Twenty Something' album), ‘They All
Laughed’, ‘What Can I Say After I Say I'm Sorry’,
‘Anything Goes’, ‘Between The Devil and The
Deep Blue Sea’ and of course ‘Milord’. The album,
as they like to say, ‘stiffed' and further 'vintage'
Darin 45s met the same fate.

Interesting piece on Bobby Darin courtesy of
Dik de Heer.
(Part 4)
THE "PLAIN JANE" SESSION
- Date: Friday, December 5, 1958
- Location: Atlantic Studios, New York City
- Producers: Ahmet Ertegun and Jerry Wexler
- Engineer: Tom Dowd
- Songs recorded: Plain Jane (Doc Pomus, Mort
Shuman) I Ain't Sharin' Sharon (Doc Pomus,
Mort Shuman) While I'm Gone (Bobby Darin)
Hush Somebody's Calling My Name (Clyde Otis,
Belford Hendricks, Cynthia Young) Didn't It Feel
Good (?).
- Personnel: Bobby Darin (vocals, piano), King
Curtis (tenor sax), Jesse Powell (baritone sax),
Sonny Forriest (guitar), Al Caiola or George
Barnes (guitar), probably Wendell Marshall
(bass), Belton Evans (drums).
For the fourth time we go back 45 years in time.

In March 1965 Bobby had recorded enough
material for his final Capitol album 'Venice Blue‘.
He’d grown disenchanted with the company and
was welcomed back to the Atlantic record
company and his new releases would now appear
on the main label. These great re-releases
actually could've appeared as two on one albums
as the running times are very short. I hope that
they sell better this time around but are welcome
companions to the five Atlantic albums 'The
Shadow Of Your Smile’, ‘In a Broadway Bag’, ‘ If I
Were a Carpenter', 'Inside Out' and 'Sings Dr.
Dolittle’ which were re-released on CD by Crimson
back in 1998. In the U.S. some of Darin's Capitol
albums have been 'twinned' but at £22.00 each
they're not cheap.

What did the American musical landscape look
like on December 5, 1958? At the top of the
Billboard charts we find "To Know Him Is To Love
Him" by the Teddy Bears (with Phil Spector),
followed by "Tom Dooley" (Kingston Trio) and "It's
Only Make Believe" (Conway Twitty). Elvis Presley
was serving his country in Germany, but
nevertheless both sides of his new single ("One
Night"/"I Got Stung") were in the Top 10. Bobby's
"Queen of the Hop" was in its 9th week on the Hot
100 and had just dropped out of the Top Ten (to #
11), but would be back at number 10 the week
after that. "Mighty Mighty Man", which had been
released almost simultaneously with "Queen of
the Hop", had failed to register on the Richter
Scale of music. Bobby's first LP, simply titled
"Bobby Darin", had been released in September,
but did not make the bestselling LP lists, in spite

As a postcript, currently in production is a movie
on Darin’s career starring (and directed by) Kevin
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of the inclusion of "Splish Splash". At this time,
though, only 25 pop LPs were included in the
Billboard album charts.

(again) a very infectious backing. Some may call
this bubblegum rock (10 years before the genre
was at its peak), but personally I can't resist this
kind of beat. The twin saxes of King Curtis and
Jesse Powell are very effective. It is Curtis who
takes the sax solo, as he does on "Plain Jane".
Like several other 1958 recordings by Bobby,
"Sharon" was shelved for almost two years, until
its release on the "For Teenagers Only" LP.
Versions by Buddy Knox on Roulette and James
Darren on Colpix, both not nearly as good as
Bobby's, hit the market in 1959. Knox's version of
"Sharon" spent exactly one week at # 100 in the
Cash Box charts and then dropped off.

Of the five songs recorded at this session, two
came from the pens of the songwriting duo Doc
Pomus and Mort Shuman. Jerome "Doc" Pomus
(1925-1991) was already an experienced
songwriter when he took the much younger Mort
Shuman (1938-1991) under his wing in 1955. At
first they wrote almost exclusively for Atlantic
artists Ray Charles, Joe Turner, Clyde McPhatter,
LaVern Baker and others. They scored a few R&B
chart entries, but no pop hits. Everything changed
when their publishing company, Hill and Range
(unlike most other Brill Bruilding writers, Pomus
and Shuman were not contracted to Aldon, the
publishing company of Al Nevins and Don
Kirshner), began to require songs for other record
labels. Their first Top 40 hits came at the
beginning of 1959, first with "I'm a Man" by Fabian
and then with "Plain Jane", soon to be followed by
more Fabian hits and "A Teenager In Love" by
Dion and the Belmonts.

Bobby's own composition "While I'm Gone" is the
only slow song from this session. An
undistinguished pop tune, it's not far removed
from the kind of material Pat Boone was having
hits with at the time. To my ears it sounds a bit
old-fashioned, even for 1958 standards. A typical
B-side, and that's what it became the flip of "Plain
Jane".
"Hush Somebody's Calling My Name" is an
adaptation of a Negro spiritual of the same name.
The writing credit goes to three people: Clyde
Otis, Belford Hendricks and Cynthia Young. Clyde
Otis was an enormously prolific songwriter (with
785 entries in the BMI database!), who is best
known for his long and very successful
collaboration with Brook Benton. Belford
Hendricks co-wrote two Top 10 hits (with Clyde
Otis and Brook Benton) "Looking Back" for Nat
"King" Cole (1958) and "It's Just a Matter of Time"
for Brook Benton (1959). Cynthia Young wrote a
few gospel songs and is probably responsible for
the melody.

They went on to write many hits, especially for the
Drifters (Save the Last Dance For Me, This Magic
Moment, Sweets for My Sweet, etc.) and Elvis
Presley (A Mess of Blues, Surrender, Little Sister,
His Latest Flame, Kiss Me Quick, Suspicion a.o.).
For Bobby they had already written "(Since You're
Gone) I Can't Go On", a track from his first LP,
and in 1961 they provided him with "Sorrow
Tomorrow". Bobby also recorded their "Can't Get
Used To Losing You" (1963), which was originally
recorded by Andy Williams.
"Plain Jane" is loosely based on an old minstrel
song from 1844, called "Buffalo Gals", which was
revived exactly 100 years later as "Dance With A
Dolly (With A Hole In Her Stocking)". Three
different versions of that song made the Top 10 in
1944. The three outtakes of "Plain Jane" on the
"Rare, Rockin' & Unreleased" CD show that it took
some time before Bobby had found the right key
for the song. At the beginning of take 4 we find
him humming the riff to Fats Domino's "I'm
Walkin'", which was probably meant as an
inspiration for the rhythm section. Though Bobby's
vocal goes off the rails in less than 40 seconds,
you can hear Ahmet Ertegun commenting, "That
sounded very good, though", which is typical for
the kind of encouragement he always tried to give.
"Plain Jane" was chosen for the next single and
released on January 12, 1959. It entered the
Billboard Top 100 two weeks later and stayed
there for 9 weeks (97 - 72 - 56 - 45 - 38 - 38 - 51 63 - 62). In Cash Box its peak position was # 30.

There is absolutely nothing wrong with "Hush";
good song with interesting chord changes, fine
controlled
vocal
by
Bobby,
first-rate
accompaniment and a very clean recording by
Tom Dowd on his eight-track console.
Nevertheless, this track shared the fate of "I Ain't
Sharin' Sharon" and other "leftovers" like "I Want
You With Me" it didn't get a release until
September 1960, on the "For Teenagers Only"
album, by which time musical tastes has changed
considerably. In the fifties, the decision to release
(or not to release) a certain track was more a
matter of marketing strategy than of the quality of
the music and this is probably still true in 2003. At
this stage in 1958, Bobby was still marketed as a
Rock’n’Roll singer.
"Plain Jane", "Hush" and "While I'm Gone" all
clock in between 1:50 and 1:55. Perhaps as a
consequence of the shortness of these tracks,
there was some studio time left for a fifth song,
"Didn't It Feel Good". All we have on record are
four incomplete takes of this light rocker (on

The title of "I Ain't Sharin' Sharon" may have been
inspired by the birth of Doc Pomus's daughter
Sharon in 1958. It is a medium-paced rocker, with
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"Rare, Rockin' and Unreleased"), which together
last no longer than two minutes. There is no
writer's credit on the RRU cover, nor are there
entries for "Didn't It Feel Good" in the BMI and
ASCAP databases, so it is unclear who wrote this
song. But here comes the mystery: the track has a
master number (4287), a fact not mentioned once,
but twice in Michel Ruppli's Atlantic discography.
This means that there must be a complete take of
this song, for it makes no sense to master an
incomplete take. This complete version has yet to
surface and is probably lost. When the song falls
apart for the fourth time, a frustrated Bobby
unleashes a rancorous "Balls!" into the mike. It's
almost as if he's closing the door of Rock’n’Roll
behind him, as, in just two weeks time, he would
be entering a new phase in his career when he
recorded "Mack the Knife".

comedy in the UK from 1922 to the present day
and discusses the lasting influence of what he
calls the Big Three of radio comedy – The Goon
Show, Hancock’s Half Hour, and Round the
Horne, whose characters and catch-phrases are
still fondly remembered today and the recordings
of whose programmes still sell in very large
numbers to this day.

All five songs from this session are on the "Rare,
Rockin' and Unreleased" CD (in superior sound
quality), but the released version of "Plain Jane" is
not there, only outtakes. The master of "Plain
Jane" appears on several compilations, like "The
Bobby Darin Story", "The Ultimate Bobby Darin"
and "Hit Singles Collection". "I Ain't Sharin'
Sharon" can also be found on the recent CD
reissue of "Twist With Bobby Darin".

The author points out that even though he did not
experience 1950’s radio comedy at first hand
(having been born in 1960) he developed a love of
classic radio comedy produced in the ‘50s and
beyond through being given Christmas and
birthday presents of recordings of the shows.







I remember most of the (post 1945) programmes
he mentions and I have also read quite
extensively of in the literature of radio
entertainment; yet even I came across fascinating
little nuggets of trivia I was not aware of, e.g. that
Marty Feldman had a phobia about pigeons and
that Bob Newhart’s classic “The Driving Instructor”
sketch was based on two of Al Read’s
observational “slice-of-life” sketches.

His acute, penetrating analysis of the enduring
appeal of this material proves that good comedy,
like good Rock’n’Roll, is timeless. However, he is
not stuck in the past and believes that the best of
today’s current radio comedy output bears
comparison with some of that of the past and
indeed, owes a debt to it.



BOOK REVIEW

There is an alphabetical list of names mentioned
in the text, with brief biographical details. A
recommended read.

by Neil Foster
THE POCKET ESSENTIAL CLASSIC
RADIO COMEDY

THE END

By Mat Coward
Published by Pocket Essentials, PO Box 394,
Harpenden, Herts AL5 1XJ
2003 96 pages £3.99 Bibliography









JERRY LEE LEWIS COMING TO
EUROPE - TWICE!

This tiny little book
(just twice the size of
the average pocket
diary) is a little gem
and for once, the
blurb is right: “Never
before has so much
information on this
subject
been
gathered together in
such a compact and
accessible form.”

(Okay, I heard you the first time – H)

Jerry Lee Lewis is being brought over to northern
UK in late February 2004 by Jim O'Neil, manager
of Raymond Blondell, the Scots Elvis
impersonator who played at the 2002 Memphis
Jerry Lee Lewis Birthday Convention. Raymond is
also on the bill with Jerry at all five shows. Latest
information is that Jerry will be playing four dates
in Gleneagles and one in Blackpool.
The package for the Gleneagles dates costs £299
per night, which includes one night in this 5-star
luxury hotel frequented by royalty apparently, a
champagne reception, use of the Gleneagles
Leisure Club, a five-course gala dinner, a souvenir
concert program and the Jerry Lee Lewis concert.

In less than one
hundred pages the
author traces the
history
of
radio
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Dates are February 20th,
21st, 22nd and 29th. I am
told the 29th will include
many celebrities in the
audience, and Jerry will be
presented with a Lifetime
Achievement
Award.
Unfortunately this date is
already sold out. I'm not
sure If the 22nd date has
been
confirmed.
Details/bookings for the
Gleneagles
package,
phone 0800 704 705 or
email resort.sales@gleneagles.com

the ground.
LATEST ON JERRY LEE LEWIS
FEBRUARY TOUR:
I spoke to the promoter, Jim O'Neil, and he said
there are a few reserved tickets for the February
29th Gleneagles show, for dedicated Jerry Lee
fans only (as Basil Fawlty once said: “No riffraff!”). The show will be recorded for later showing
on TV. Not sure when or which TV company.
Jim said anyone interested in attending one of the
Gleneagles shows, or wanting more details of
these or Blackpool, can ring him on 07968
063224. I did look up Gleneagles on my road
map, and the hotel is some distance from the
town of Gleneagles. It looks very isolated, so
probably only reachable by car/taxi.

For those of us unable to afford such prices, there
is the Blackpool Opera House date on February
28th. Best tickets are priced at £25. A package is
being offered for this show too by Blackpool
Promotions. This includes return luxury coach
travel from major towns in UK (they need at least
25 people to run a coach, reductions for group
bookings, otherwise £99 per head including £25
concert ticket). This package includes two nights
bed and full English breakfast en suite hotel
accommodation in Blackpool, show ticket as
mentioned above, return coach travel and also
first class cabaret in the hotel. For booking the
Blackpool package, including ticket, hotel and
coach travel, ring Blackpool Promotions on 01253
590123. For concert ticket only ring Blackpool
Opera House box office on 01253 292029. Open
Mon-Sun 10.00-20.00. Address of Opera House is
Church Street, Blackpool FY1 1HW, ten minutes
walk from Blackpool North railway station.

Jim O'Neil repeated his offer of a £99 package
(less the cost of concert tickets already bought)
for return coach and two nights accommodation in
Blackpool, with a possible reduction if we can get
a big enough group – at least 25-30 people going
from central London. Please let me know if you
would be interested in such a package.
Tony ‘Package Promoter’ Papard

For Cool Cats and Shabby
Tabbies
Paul Barrett

With a new CD, 'Old Glory', due out probably next
Spring, including 'duets' with the likes of Willie
Nelson, Mick Jagger, Toby Keith, Bruce
Springsteen and possibly Paul McCartney (these
artists and others have reportedly overdubbed
vocals on Jerry's new recordings of their songs)
plus some guitar work by the legendary B. B.
King, this could be a really big seller for Jerry.

Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

PLUS... a possible European tour by Jerry in
October. Dates lined up so far are Havana Cafe,
Toulouse, France on October 8th, Casino de
Divonne, Divonne, France on October 9th and the
National Palace of Culture, Sofia, Bulgaria on
October 11th.
Well, Opera Houses and National Palaces of
Culture, also exclusive golfing hotels at
Gleneagles and top legends recording with Jerry 2004 looks like Jerry is really going up in the world
to dizzy heights!

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com

More northern UK dates in February 2004 and
more European dates in October 2004 could be
added. Watch this space and keep your ears to
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SHAKY LEE’S NEW YEAR
NOTEBOOK

down at the piano stool and commenced his stint
with a lively version of ‘Chicken Shack Boogie’.
His voice came over well too on numbers such as
‘Big Black Mama’ and Rosco Gordon’s ‘Just A
Little Bit’. Even at his advanced age he can still
play a mean boogie-woogie, and was well worth
catching.

As ordered by Keith the Hat, here are reviews of three
shows I attended during November.

PINETOP PERKINS
Union Chapel
th
Thursday 6 November 2003

I would like to thank our friends at Juke Blues –
Cilla Huggins and Dickie Tapp – for arranging to
have my name included on the guest list for this
night. Much appreciated.

With
illustrious
Ed.
succumbing
to
the
dreaded flu, it was left to
your
Shaky
correspondent to cover
this first one of a pair of
Blues
London
2003
concerts held in this fine
Victorian chapel. The
sellout show began with
Steady
Rollin’
Bob
Margolin and his band
comprising Tom ‘Mookie’
Brill
on
bass
and
drummer Willie ‘Big Eyes’ Smith. Smith sang
pretty good versions of the Muddy Waters’
classics ‘Hootchie Cootchie Man’ and ‘Mannish
Boy’. Brill took over the vocal duties and featured
a nice take on the sentimental ballad ‘I’ll Take
Care Of You’. Margolin also displayed a decent
voice and showed his authentic blues feel on
guitar with some neat slide playing.

RALPH STANLEY
Barbican Hall
th
Friday 7 November 2003
This one faced some stiff competition, up against
Betty LaVette and Robert Balfour at the Union
Chapel and Mr Angry’s pre-Christmas TFTW
party featuring Darrel Higham and Steve Hooker
in nearby Westcliff-on-Sea. However, I did spot
Ian ‘Woolly Hat’ and ‘Jazzy’ Bob hovering around
inside the Barbican complex, although I managed
to avoid them inside the hall itself – only kidding
guys!
This is the third year of this series of concerts,
2003 being titled Way Beyond Nashville, and
extended to a number of venues. Good king
Woody, Dave ‘Stompertime’ Travis and myself
were disappointed when meeting here last
November to find that Dr Stanley and his band
were stranded at an icebound airport in the
States. On my arrival this time though Barbican
press office Miles Evans greeted me with glad
tidings – everyone was present and correct.

During the rather lengthy interval those of us who
retired to the makeshift bar in the vestry were
treated to a solo set from the ever reliable and
enjoyable Big Joe Louis. Carey Bell fronted
Margolin’s band to start off the second half, his
expertise on harmonica being quite evident, but
perhaps lacking a little in the excitement stakes.
After a few numbers he vacated the stage and
Hubert Sumlin took his place, looking suitably
smart in suit and hat. Some sensitive understated
guitar playing ensued which was rather delightful,
with improved vocals since the last time I saw
him.

Paul Burch, apparently a member of Lambchop
(no I don’t know who they are either), kicked off
proceedings on acoustic guitar singing a storytelling western ballad, ‘Carter Cain’, and finished
his set with something akin to the Clash’s ‘Bank
Robber’.
The demure Laura Cantrell
was in good voice on the title
track of her latest album –
‘When The Roses Bloom Again’
– and the self-penned ‘Mountain
Fern’.
Her band was pretty
good too, producing a melodic
sound on Jim and Jesse’s
‘Yonder Goes A Freight Train’.
The second half of the show
saw headliners Ralph Stanley & The Clinch
Mountain Boys with ‘It Takes A Worried Man’
being their initial number. Bass player Jack
Cooke featured on ‘Sittin’ On Top Of The World’,
with the other members of this fine band

It was 10.30 before the amazing ninety-year-old
Joe Willie ‘Pinetop’ Perkins strode on stage, sat
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subsequently showing their prowess on guitar,
mandolin, banjo and fiddle.
Indeed Stanley
seemed content to let his band do most of the
work while he adopted a kind of supervisory
capacity, singing almost nonchalantly with his left
hand in his jacket pocket.

Papard putting in an appearance halfway through.
It was the first time I had seen Dani West & The
Southernaires, and I found them to be very
entertaining with a varied repertoire of western
swing, rockabilly and good ol’ Rock’n’Roll. The
only drawback seemed to be a lack of original
material, but we were treated to some choice
numbers from the likes of Janis Martin, Patsy
Cline and Wanda Jackson.
As the midnight hour approached those wise old
men of Rock’n’Roll made their way to the stage
with Brit Clive Osborne drafted in as a late
replacement for saxophonist Joey Ambrose who
had to return to America due to tragic personal
circumstances. Looking resplendent in red jackets
with black trim, white shirts and bow ties the
Comets still know how to Shake Rattle And Roll.

A sacred spot with Stanley singing gospel
accompanied only by guitarist James Shelton was
appropriately received, as was Cooke’s lead vocal
on ‘Long Black Veil’ with some graceful
harmonies.
Stanley only showed his ‘clawhammer’ style of banjo picking on one number
towards the end of the show, but he had endeared
himself to the virtually full house nonetheless.

The youngster of the
group, seventy year old
bass player Marshall
Lytle
sang
the
Jodimars’ ‘Eat Your
Heart Out Annie’, whilst
elder statesman Franny
Beecher at 82 showed
his guitar expertise on ‘Steel Guitar Rag’.
Drummer Dick Richards took his turn on vocals
with ‘Now Dig This’, whilst Londoner Jacko Buddin
did his best Haley impression on a good number
of the old hits as he has been doing for over a
decade now.

It was the Coen Brothers movie ‘O Brother Where
Art Thou?’ that had thrust this old-time mountain
music maker back into the limelight, and the
highlight of a sparkling show was those songs
included in the film; the beguiling ‘A Man Of
Constant Sorrow’, a solo acapella version of the
sepulchral ‘Oh, Death’ and the song playing as the
end credits roll, ‘Angel Band’.

Keyboard player Johnny Grande and Beecher
impressed on the instrumental ‘Goofin’ Around’
which they wrote together for the film ‘Don’t Knock
The Rock’. Closing with ‘Saints Rock And Roll’,
after over one hour the Comets were deservedly
applauded all the way to their dressing room.

THE COMETS
Tennessee Club
Thursday 20th November 2003
To commemorate the tenth anniversary of this hot
rockin’ club organizer Ritchie Gee brought over
Bill Haley’s Original Comets of 1955. It is
somewhat astonishing that they are still alive, let
alone flying across the Atlantic to perform, so I
made the effort to support this one before setting
off for the Rhythm Riot the following day.
Terry & The Wild Ones started the live music off
with a set mainly based on the music of his hero,
and mine, Jerry Lee Lewis. At nineteen years of
age he oozes confidence, attacks the piano in a
mean manner and has a strong voice. So Terry
gave us his interpretations of ‘Real Wild Child’,
‘Great Balls Of Fire’, ‘Mean Woman Blues’,
‘What’d I Say’ etc. However he is no mere
imitator as he showed with fine versions of ‘My
Babe’ and Hank Williams’ ‘Mind Your Own
Business’.

Here is a list of the best selling singles during
1956:
1.
2.

Meanwhile Martin ‘the rocking detective’ arrived in
time to see this shakin’ set with Tony ‘Teddy Boy’

3.
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I’ll Be Home – Pat Boone (London)
It’s Almost Tomorrow – The Dream Weavers
(Brunswick)
Whatever Will Be Will Be – Doris Day (Philips)

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Poor People Of Paris – Winifred Atwell (Decca)
Why Do Fools Fall In Love – Frankie Lymon and
The Teenagers (Columbia)
Rock And Roll Waltz – Kay Starr (HMV)
Zambesi – Lou Busch (Capitol)
A Woman In Love – Frankie Layne (Philips)
Just Walking In The Rain – Johnny Ray (Philips)
Hound Dog – Elvis Presley (HMV)
Memories Are Made Of This – Dean Martin
(Capitol)
No Other Love – Ronnie Hilton (HMV)
Only You – The Hilltoppers (London)
Lost John – Lonnie Donegan (Nixa)
A Tear Fell – Teresa Brewer (Vogue/Coral)
Lay Down Your Arms – Anne Shelton (Philips)
Rockin’ Through The Rye – Bill Haley (Brunswick)
Sixteen Tons – Tennessee Ernie Ford (Capitol)
A Sweet Old Fashioned Girl – Teresa Brewer
(Vogue /Coral)
Heartbreak Hotel – Elvis Presley (HMV)

combinations of the wealth of marvellous material
he recorded for around a dozen different labels.
‘The Way I Walk’ on Rollercoaster contains the
Carlton sides of 1958-1960, ‘Baby She’s Gone’ on
a Castle double includes fifty of his finest
spanning the years 1957 to 1964, whilst Bear
Family’s 5-CD box ‘Classic Scott’ consists of no
less than 140 tracks from 1957 through to 1974.
It has never been so simple to acquire such a
comprehensive back catalogue of original
recordings, compared to spending hours sifting
through boxes of second-hand records every
Saturday looking for that elusive single. I could be
curmudgeonly by inferring that youngsters today
have never had it so easy, but I will simply sign off
th
by saying Happy Birthday Jack Scott – 68 on 24
January and still rocking.

GREAT SCOTT

Speaking of birthdays, make a note in your new
th
diaries: On 16 January the good Dr Dale and my
Shaky self will be celebrating another year older
and deeper in debt. Please join us for an evening
of merriment and Rock’n’Roll plus a free buffet.
What more could a Woodster ask for? Venue –
The King & Queen on the corner of Foley Street &
Cleveland Street W1, 7pm to 11pm. Presents are
not required but your presence is! So groove on
down, give Charles, Lee and 'Tales From The
Woods' your support, and above all enjoy
yourself.
39 and still holding Wilkinson

When I began buying Rock’n’Roll records in the
late sixties I became aware of Jack Scott and
picked up the odd single here and there. ‘My True
Love/Leroy’, ‘What In The World’s Come Over
You/Baby Baby’, ‘Goodbye Baby’, ‘Strange Desire’
etc. They came on different labels – London, US
Carlton, Top Rank and Capitol, the songs
seemingly all written by Scott himself whose
distinctive style whether on those moody beat
ballads or the tough rockers was quite apparent
and rather unique.



I never came across a Jack Scott EP or LP
though, and hardly any information about this
rather mysterious figure seemed to be readily
available – a curious state of affairs for a man who
had enjoyed top ten hits both here and in America.
Nik
Cohn’s
otherwise
brilliant
book
‘Awopbopaloobop Alopbamboom’ failed to even
mention him whilst Charlie Gillett’s ‘The Sound Of
The City’ seemed to dismiss him in a few short
lines as a sort of Elvis soundalike.
Then came the proliferation of rockabilly and
Rock’n’Roll compilations issued in the early to
mid-seventies featuring material from Sun,
Capitol, Chess, Imperial, MCA, Mercury, MGM,
Roulette, RCA etc. Jack Scott did not appear on
any of them, although I did acquire ‘Jack Scott
Rocks’ which is almost certainly a bootleg album.
Finally in 1977 Jack Scott made his first UK
appearance at the Rainbow alongside Warren
Smith, Buddy Knox and Charlie Feathers with the
resultant live album released the following year.
Also in 1978 the ‘Cotton Pickin’ Rock’ LP came
out that included ‘Two Timin’ Woman’ which Jack
had recorded for ABC. Since then Mr Scott has
been a fairly regular visitor to these shores,
playing at the Rockers Reunion and putting in two
powerhouse performances at Hemsby.
CDs are readily available too; featuring various
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Rock’n’Roll Friends” you might call it. Also one
with Al’ Dr Bop’ Hardcase in case you ain’t got it –
if he wants a copy just give him my address – I
still have 4 or 5 of that one left aside here.

Breathless Dan Writes
(brief briefs, short shorts and rockin’ ramblings)

After I wrote to Keith on the copy of the Charlie
Feathers (R.I.P.) page I went and spilt tea on it RAGE! I was busy writing stuff about Fay on the
Memphis newspaper article when it
happened – true, she “cursed me in the
name of God” – all ‘cause I can’t do sex
– and she’s on H.R.T. pills and gone
old-age nymphomaniac crazy. Sorry
about the tea stain – if you really need
another copy I’ll dig one out man –
okay?

Told you I’d write and you said about anything you
want to!
I’m slowly trying to cope with a pile of
th
things – I went to Holland Oct 11 after
th
Hemsby for the 40
Jerry Lee
International Fan Club convention
there for Wim De Boer/Kay Martin (the
founder in Aug ’57! She’s seen
Elvis/Johnny Cash in ’56 and knew
Buddy Holly. She’s from Brooklyn
N.Y.– she knew Alan Freed and Bobby
Darin – very nice to finally meet/speak
to her man – you bet!). Also Linda Gail
Lewis (fine as ever) was there and
Steve Ackles had me up on the stage to sing
‘Danny Boy’ to me at the end of the set.

It was nice to meet you all; Ken Major is
an old, long-time friend in Rock’n’Roll.
I’ve sent all this stuff that you may select
stuff from it as you choose for your
'Tales From The Woods'. I think you run a good
ship skipper (it’s up front, truthful, honest and I dig
the humour too!) and I call it H.M.S. 'Tales From
The Woods' – not H.M.S. Royal Daffodil, the
‘Rock Across the Channel’ boat.

No, I did not cry (it’s a weak man that says so, I
guess… better dry my eyes © Chuck Wills ‘It’s
Too Late’). I’m quite emotional too, being a Celtic
Gaul type, originally Druidish. I was on ‘fair form’
after only 2 hours sleep the night before - an awful
aching (ulcers?/cancer?) in my stomach
tract/guts. I managed at the end to hold my foot
up neatly just out straight (right foot) right
overhead of the piano, Little Richard ‘Girl Can’t
Help It’ style, and played 4 triplets at the extreme
right end of piano as it ended and then Steve hit it
with his foot. Then we all met Kay Martin again
th
Oct 17 at The Strand for the evening out (damn
expensive).

How, if I wrote stuff under the title of, like, Rockin’,
Rollin’ with the Hipster (a.k.a. Dan’l the Toy*). I
could suggest good rockin’ CDs that folk ought to
get and reply to questions if any. There’s a lot of
new talent
on
the
scene
like Deke
Dickerson/Jason D Williams etc. etc. that I’d like
to give the word of approval to – I’m not totally
unaware of the fact that some good new talent
does now really exist in Rock’n’Roll (I even like
Pete
Hodgson’s
British
J.L.L.-like
CD). Also I like
guitarist Dave Angel.
I’m content to write
about blues-hillbillyzydeco-cajun-N.O.rockin’ groups-vocal
groups of the ‘50sgospel-blues-raggcountry-Rock’n’Rollrockabilly-Teds-dancing Rock’n’Roll-the fifties...
whatever you want. Enjoyed #32. Dug the
show/meeting y’all.

I got back here late in October and my stomach is
still killin’ me! Like J.L.L. sings about this work in
‘When I Get Paid’ – that’s a lot like a Howlin’ Wolf
Chess song I played today (I’ll check it out if you
want to know the title). Also I think Howlin’ Wolf
has managed to do the most feelingful, softly sung
too, version of ‘I’m A Man’/’Mannish Boy’ (Muddy),
‘That’s What They Want (Money)’ Jerry ‘Boogie’
McCain, ‘W.O.M.A.N.’ Etta James etc. when he
done ‘Back Door Man’. I love listening to the Wuff
- he’s my favourite blues artist – I’ve seen him
really Rock’n’Roll too on stage shows in Britain in
the ‘60s.

* Explain this “Toy” jazz says Keith. Well, it’s a
‘50’s valley term for Western Valley – a right
raver! Not Toy-Boy. Now that’s Kidman in old
‘30s/’40s blues records in the U.S. or was
whoremaster in Britain in the fifties.

Sorry, I digress (don’t!). I’m a fiend for drifting
from topic to topic once I get a pen in my paw. But
if I don’t say it, it might not get said – I enclose a
bunch of photos (copies) I managed to get my son
Daniel to do over the ages; it is what’s left of a
mixed bag/lot. I hope you enjoy/glean something
from it. Also 9 pages (I’d have 13 more pages
ready if Daniel hadn’t broken the photocopier at
work) of mixed photos, “The Story of Dan and his

Yours in Rock’n’Roll

Breathless Dan O’Coffey
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Most of Jimmy’s classic songs were aired during
his 75 minute set; ‘Let Your Yeah Be Yeah’,
‘Wonderful World, Beautiful People,’ ‘Sitting In
Limbo’ and even ‘Rivers Of Babylon’ sounds
credible in Jimmy’s hands. Anti-war sentiments
were expressed freely throughout the set, which
came very much to the fore in the encore; a West
African chant led into ‘Bongo Man’ sprinkled with
parts of the recently departed Edwin Starr’s
classic anti-war ‘War’.

Show Review
Jimmy Cliff
Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Wednesday 26 June
(nothing like being topical – H)

As I made my way from the venue across
Shepherd’s Bush Green, a young guy was on his
mobile explaining to his girlfriend where he had
spent the evening. “You know, Jimmy Cliff the
reggae superstar,” he said in an exasperated
tone, glancing at me and raising his eyebrows.
Obviously his girlfriend had nary a clue who
Jimmy Cliff is – superstar may be pushing the
point a little son but certainly a giant in the field.
Enjoyed this one folks and you know what? I was
the only Woody there.

Jimmy Cliff has been reviewed within the hallowed
pages of 'Tales From The Woods' by our resident
genius on all things jazz/reggae/world music
related, Dave Carroll. For editor Woody this was
only the second occasion I have caught the
reggae legend in action. The first was way back
around ten years ago at the long-gone and sadly
missed Town and Country Club in Kentish Town;
the one-time haven of roots music was packed to
the rafters and I remember finding a spot upon the
stairs of the balcony where I remained for his
entire set.

Keith Woods








SOUL KITCHEN
Happy New Year from the Kitchen. The pantry is
well stocked so 2004 will bring forth as much soul
as your ears can take.
CD OF THE MONTH
A SOLDIER'S SAD
STORY: Vietnam Through
The Eyes Of Black
America 1966-1973: Kent
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Tonight, although substantially attended, there
was still sufficient room to move around a little.
After a longish wait the 55-year old, originally from
the parish of St James, Jamaica, finally hit the
stage backed up by a highly professional and welloiled band (I’m sure he means ‘practised’ and not
‘drunk’ – H) opening with ‘You Can Get It If You
Really Want’ (so famously covered by Desmond
Dekker that you could easily forgive yourself for
forgetting that it was a Jimmy Cliff original).

MONITORS Greetings (This Is Uncle Sam) : PLAYERS
He'll Be Back : WILLIAM BELL Marching Off To War :
EDDY G GILES & THE JIVE FIVE While I'm Away
(Baby Keep The Faith) : BIG AMOS Going To Vietnam
: MIKE WILLIAMS Lonely Soldier : JOE TEX I Believe
I'm Gonna Make It : JOHNNY & JON Christmas In
Vietnam : JIMMY HOLIDAY I'm Gonna Help My
Brothers Home : JAMES CARR Let's Face Facts :
ZERBEN R HICKS & THE DYNAMICS Lights Out :
RICHARD BARBARY When Johnny Comes Marching
Home : TINY WATKINS A Soldiers Sad Story :
EMMANUEL LASKEY A Letter From Vietnam :
GLORIA EDWARDS Something You Couldn't Write
About : MEL & TIM Mail Call Time : O'JAYS There's
Someone (Waiting Back Home) : FREDA PAYNE Bring
The Boys Home : EDWIN STARR Stop The War Now :
WHISPERS P.O.W - M.I.A : CARLA WHITNEY War :
BILL WITHERS I Can't Write Left Handed : CURTIS
MAYFIELD Back In The World : SWAMP DOGG Sam
Stone.

Along the way we had a wonderful workout on
‘Suffering In The Land’; he reminisced a little
about his 1970 cult movie ‘The Harder They
Come’ before rendering its title track and throwing
in arguably the film’s most famous song ‘Many
Rivers To Cross’. I have always liked the lyrical
content of former pop singer/writer, now Islamic
teacher, Cat Stevens far more than his renditions
but in the hands of fellow Muslim it is taken to a
higher plane in ‘Wild World’ - even without
realising it I found myself singing along, as were
the folks around me.

I really can't emphasize how dazzling this latest
release is from Ace/Kent. Flowing from the car's
tape deck I have been playing this reality soul
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show non-stop. But I do have to keep ducking!
Compiler Tony Rounce has gathered together
twenty-four powerful, stunning songs that take a
look at the pointless Vietnam War through the
eyes of the Black Americans.

sixties, and I can see why. Building from a slow
raw gospelly start, with dreary brass, eerie strings
and rat a tat drums, adding a pitiless pain to the
harsh loneliness of being on the front line, it builds
to a heartfelt crescendo, where all hell breaks
loose. An intense ripping preaching performance
from Mel & Tim on 'Mail Call Time'. Edwin Starr
pours out a torrent of bitter denunciation and
contempt as only he could on 'Stop The War
Now'. Richard Barbary’s chilling vocal gymnastics
raise the goosebumps on 'When Johnny Comes
Marching Home'. All these reliable gents Mike
Williams, Jimmy Holiday, and James Carr all bow
in with some fist clenching deep soul cuts.
Star pick. Sometimes a tune gets up your nose
that's just phenomenal. So could we have here
the Whispers’ finest moment? I think so, a real
hidden gem that's new to me. 'P.O.W-M.I.A',
defies description. A sprinkle of wake up soul
bugles announces some wondrous vocal
harmonising interplay, over strings, along with a
fabulous melody, awesome, the current is
breathtaking. The song is about releasing and
bringing home, the prisoners of war, and least not
forgetting those missing in action. I cannot put into
words the effect this track has on me.

There's a great wealth of soul music here, from
the very deep to melodic up-tempo delights, and
everything in-between. Each track obviously about
the political and social concerns that are the
tragedy of war, whether it's the longing to be home
with family, the fear of war, the loved one at home
hitting off with Jody. Then the reality of finally
returning home, with the backlash, readjustment,
unemployment, drug addiction, and feeling of no
longer being part of society, brilliantly represented
here by the Curtis Mayfield composition, 'Back In
The World' and Swamp 'Jerry Williams' Dogg
cover of John Prine's 'Sam Stone'. "Greetings, this
is Uncle Sam, I want to take you to a far off land. I
need you", sing the Monitors on the opening track,
sweet group soul enveloped around a prodding
piano, and barking sergeant.

Two years in the making, this CD's content is pure
message music, gritty and guaranteed to curl your
toe nails with some brilliant soul sounds. It's
simply an essential buy, being the compilation of
2003, maybe ever. There's plenty more VC out
there, so hope there's not a two year wait for
volume two.
RATING (out of 5) 5 GOLD Soulboys

As I said each track is worth the price of
admission alone, so where do I start? It's the
deeper side of soul that wins top marks with
Soulboy. Last month's Christmas cracker makes
an appearance, so for those who, after my review,
went hunting the record can stop, as it's here in all
its deep glory, without the clicks, and certainly
worth the price of the CD alone. But then so is
Tiny Watkins 'Soldier’s Sad Story' from Excello.
An organ dominated ballad, moody horns, as Tiny
pleads with Mr President to help him get home,
"don't let me lose my baby" he moans into the
fade. Eddie Giles, a worshipped deep soul
master, here with 'While I'm Away', featuring
Charles Brown (I think) within the Jive Five,
impassioned strangulated vocals from both gents
crawl up on you, whom sound completely
committed on this patriotic song, along with sharp
organ, and gospel style background harmonies,
this is a humdinger of a track.


THE JUSTINE 'BABY' WASHINGTON STORY
Baby Washington has had a very long career, but
again is relatively unknown, except to the
underground soul disciples, never experiencing
(as she so deserved) crossover recognition, as
some of her counterparts did. She first recorded in
1954, achieving plenty of R&B chart action over
the decades, with sixteen R&B chart entries. She
was also billed and recorded occasionally as
Jeanette or Justine Washington.
Justine
Washington
was born on the 13th
November 1940 in
Bamberg,
South
Carolina. When she
was quite young her
family
moved
to
Harlem, New York,
and then to Lower
Manhattan. Here from an early age she showed
an interest in the arts, enrolling in singing, piano,

If you are still pondering over Emanuel Lasky,
(TFTW 10/03) his dynamic sorrowful vocal
discharge on 'Letter From Vietnam' is included
here in all its jaw dropping brilliance, so you can
all now get acquainted with this very underrated
giant. Zerben R Hicks’ 'Lights Out' is touted as
one of the all time great soul forty fives of the
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tap dancing and ballet lessons. As normally
happens with our starlets she followed the normal
route, by singing gospel, in Washington's case at
various Harlem churches.

responded by issuing a previously un-issued side
'I Hate To See You Go'/'Knock Yourself Out'. A
few months later Chess picked up the title issuing
it nationally on Checker. In either case no notable
sales were forth coming.

Discovered by Zell Sanders, owner of a small New
York based label, J & S Records, she entered
show business at sixteen, while she was still
attending Charles Evans High School in
Manhattan. Sanders was on the look out for
replacement members for the female group she
managed, The Hearts, as Sanders had just
sacked two members, which appears to have
been a regular occurrence. The Hearts had a
sizeable hit with 'Lonely Nights'. Sanders passed
by the rehearsal studio in Harlem, where
Washington would go for vocal and ballet lessons
and, along with Anna Barnhill, they were duly
recruited to join the group. Washington being the
youngest member, the others nicknamed her
'Baby' and the name just stuck.

Meanwhile back at Neptune the hits did keep
coming, her second release, May 1959, was along
the same lines as The Time, 'The Bells (On Our
Wedding Day)' b/w another excursion into
Rock’n’Roll 'Why Did My Baby Put Me Down'
surpassed her previous record by reaching 20
R&B. Alas her next four Neptune releases,
although some majestic deliveries on attuned with
the times pop ballads, but passed unnoticed on
the record buying public. Her final release on
Neptune appeared in March 1961, featuring her
own compositions on both sides, which became
her biggest hit for the label. The A side, a brilliant
'Nobody Cares (About Me)', again returns to the
ticky tock format, is a glorious irresistible
doowopish ditty, reached 17 R&B and
Washington's first showing in the Pop 100
peaking at 60. The B side 'Money's Funny' is
possibly Washington's best and final Rock'n'Roll
excursion. Strangely with such a massive seller on
its hands Neptune ultimately went bankrupt and
folded.

She was immediately in the studio as a member
of the Hearts, recording 'Going Home To
Stay'/'Disappointed Bride', with Barnhill on lead
vocals. The single had little success. Sanders also
had another girl group signed to her stable, The
Jaynetts. Washington recorded just the one
record with the Hearts, but she was performing
live with both the Hearts and Jaynetts as backup
vocals and occasionally lead. She cut her first solo
material for Zell's J & S label, in 1957 at the age of
seventeen.
Her
debuted
release
was,
'Everyday'/'Smitty's Rock' J&S, accompanied by
the Shytone Five Orchestra, who provided the B
side. Nothing came of this release, as was the
case with a further three forty fives, in a variety of
styles from Doo-Wop through to out and out
Rock’n’Roll. But she was certainly getting local
exposure around the New York area, being a
house regular at the Apollo Theatre, gaining
valuable experience, particularly important as lead
vocalist with Bandleader Cliff Drivers, playing
clubs, theatres and endless one-nighters, all
holding her in good stead for her forthcoming rise
to fame, thus being a few years off yet.

A favourite from her Neptune period is 'Move On';
an exciting frisky rocker written by Washington, a
tune about speeding down the highway "we never
did below 90, we always did 100, the police are in
the van". It was during Washington's stint with
Neptune that she started being billed as Jeanette
'Baby' Washington, which would reappear
intermittently on her discs right up into the
seventies.
Not wasting time she moved on yet again, with a
short flirt with ABC-Paramount records, in mid
1961. The major label pitched her with lush
strings, and orchestration. But her two releases,
beautiful ballads as they were, went unnoticed.
Next she hooked up with Juggy Murray's Sue
label in 1962. She opened her account in June of
that year, with a bluesy doowoppyish type number
'Go On'. From then on Murray steered her
musically in the direction of uptown soul, which
paid off, as her next single, a catchy mid-tempo
organ led pop slanted number 'A Handful Of
Memories' found her back in the R&B charts
reaching 19. Her third Sue release, a Southern
gospel fondle 'Hush Heart' bubbled under. Her
next forty five hit real pay dirt in April 1963, which
was to become her biggest crossover success,
when the hypnotic ballad "That's How Heartaches
Are Made" smashed into the charts, attaining 10
R&B and 40 Pop. A lush orchestration, with
swirling strings, and strange murky arrangement,
along with effective female support to heighten the
impact of Washington's stately delivery. A

By the time of her last release on J & S in 1959
she had already moved on and was signed to
Donald Shaw's new label Neptune Records. It was
Drivers’ connection that resulted in the label hop
and Washington went on to release a number of
singles over the next three years. Donald Shaw
gave Washington much more opportunity to
record her own songs than Zell Sanders ever had.
Her first release for Neptune, late 1958, featured
two of her compositions 'The Time'/'You Could
Never Be Mine'. The Johnny Ace influenced, 'The
Time' complete with swaying tick tock beat, was to
be her first of many appearances in the R&B
charts peaking at 22. The B side was firmly in
Rock’n’Roll territory. On this success J & S
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deserving soul classic.

appeal that was befriending Aretha Franklin, Otis
Redding and James Brown etc. Alas it wasn't to
be.

Her follow up, more seeping strings, on the
adequate sixties pop beat ballad, "Leave Me
Alone" also fared well on both charts. After this,
unjustly, Washington’s chart success went into a
slump, simply nibbling at charts with several fine
singles, which should have been much bigger,
had they had the promotional swell that a larger
label could have afforded. In desperation, to reestablish her, they tried various styles,
progressing from R&B to fledgling early sixties
soul sounds, even re-vamping 'The Time' as 'The
Clock'. The album THAT'S HOW HEARTACHES
ARE MADE was released in June 1963,
containing all single releases.

It was during 1968 that Washington appeared to
have done her first actual recordings for Veep,
culminating in the fine album release, WITH YOU
IN MIND, issued in September 1968, which was a
huge step into the sound of contemporary soul
with gutsy arrangements. None of the tracks were
ever released as singles, yet several had chart
potential. As it was the album did not re-establish
her name on the sales charts. A one off
authorised single on Juggy Murray Sue Label 2,
with Barbara George's 'I Know', and a second and
final release on Veep 'Hold Back The Dawn' failed
to set the world alight.
Happier times should have returned in late 1969
when she was signed by Atlantic and fed to their
subsidiary Cotillion label. The company decided a
new recording approach was required, so
dispatched her down south to Alabama to record
in Muscle Shoals, the hottest soul factory this side
of the equator. One long recording session on
June 27 1969, provided the material for her four
forty-fives released on the label. The first Cotillion
release, 'I Don't Know' a gritty driving hunk of
Southern funk saw Washington back in the R&B
charts, peaking at 35.

October 1964 saw her back on the R&B charts,
this time with her greatest Sue outing, the anthem,
'It'll Never Be Over For Me', a stirring vocal
performance, with organ and harmonica, over a
clippy chugging arrangement, all creating an
eldritch haunting ambience, which hit 22 on the
R&B charts. Her last chart entry on Sue followed
the following summer with the choral backed
sugary ballad, "Only Those In Love", which was
one of her biggest hits reaching top ten R&B. An
album of the same name followed but again was
made up of singles.

Once again the follow-ups had little commercial
success, but her version of Jimmy Ruffin's 'What
Becomes Of The Broken-hearted' should be
investigated. Next up came a return in 1970 to the
Chess label, but although she cut a number of
tracks for them, only one single was ever issued,
'Is It Worth It' a pulsating performance, backdrop
of soaring strings, chorus and disconcerting
monologue, adding up to a dramatic release.
Naturally a cookie like this failed to sell.
Washington took a step back from the business
for a while and it wasn't until 1973 that she
returned to the recording studio. Signed by
Clarence Lawton, who also took over her
management, to his Master Five set up, a recently
formed New York label. Lawton took Washington
to Philadelphia where he recorded her in the city's
famous Sigma Sound Studios, putting her under
the wings of well known Philly producer Bobby
Martin. She cut both solo tracks and duets, with
Philadelphia based Don Gardner, who is best
remembered for his duets with Dee Dee Ford, 'I
Need Your Loving', on the Fire label from 1962.
The couple worked well together and the
subsequent recordings were released both on
single and the 1973 album LAY A LITTLE LOVIN’
ON ME.

Her final single for Sue in January 1967, 'You Are
What You Are' disappeared without trace. But she
did find eight R&B chart entries during her stay
with Sue. By now the Sue set-up was winding
down, and later that year (1967) was sold to
United Artists. So Washington found herself
having releases on their soul subsidiary label
Veep, where under the guidance of producer and
arranger Henry Glover, she finally kicked her R&B
roots, to embark upon her career as a soul artist,
in an attempt to compete with the huge crossover

The initial single, a remake of the Marvelettes’,
'Forever' featuring a slick Philly styled string
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arrangement, put the two performers’ names back
on the national R&B charts, reaching top 30. As
'Forever' was vacating the charts, a follow up solo
release 'Just Can't Get You Out Of My Mind'
crossed to become a modest Soul hit. The B side
is worth a mention, 'You (Just A Dream)' is deep
city soul. This was quickly followed by one of her
greatest moments for Master Five 'I've Got To
Break Away' noted for it's mesmerising guitar riffs,
along with another majestic vocal performance,
this quite rightly added another top 30 soul hit to
our ladies holster. A further duet in April 1974 with
Gardner, the exciting 'Lay A Little Lovin On Me',
failed to chart. Washington's final two releases for
Master Five, Donnie Elbert's 'Can't Get Over
Losing You', and the country slanted 'Tell Me A
Lie', just sneaked into the lower regions of the
R&B charts.

LOST SOULS
ARTHUR CONLEY... THE CROWN PRINCE OF
SOUL.
Arthur Lee Conley was born on January 4th 1946,
in Atlanta, Georgia. His early life was spent in the
Capital city of the south. In
1958, at twelve years old,
he joined the gospel
group,
The
Evening
Smiles, being the sole
male member. Conley
started his professional
career as leader of the
group Arthur and the
Corvets. The group released a debut single 'I'm
Going To Cry' on Moon Records in 1959. Conley
was strongly influenced by Sam Cooke and he
based his style around the legend. With his band,
Conley released three singles in 1964 on Bill
Lowery's Atlanta based Na-R-Co (National
Recording Company).

Lawton discontinued Master Five placing
Washington's next single in 1976 with RCA owned
Sixth Avenue label, 'Either You Love Me Or Leave
Me' failed to sell, and she was quickly dropped by
the label. This was the period when quality soul
was beaten to the ground by the disco boom,
effectively killing off many fine soul artist careers,
unless they reinvented themselves, they were
simply unwanted and pushed aside. She moved in
1978 to AVI label for a one off slowed down disco
offering, 'I Wanna Dance' without success. AVI
also released an album in 1978, I WANNA
DANCE, which consisted of her the single, Master
Five sides, and her sole release on Sixth Avenue.

In 1964 he moved to Baltimore, Maryland, which
saw the disbandment of his group. In 1965 he was
discovered by the late Otis Redding. Rufus
Mitchell, who owned the Ru-Jac label, on which
Conley recorded ‘I’m A Lonely Stranger’, had
recommended Conley. Redding was in Baltimore
for a performance and a copy of the record was
duly passed over.
Redding was suitably
impressed by the young talent, took him under his
wing and to the Stax studios in Memphis to record
for his own Jotis label. The results from that
session were two singles, a re recording, of 'I'm A
Lonely Stranger' and 'Who's Fooling Who'. These
yielded no successes.

Baby Washington seems to have partially retired
from the music business for several years, only
recording and appearing live sporadically. Further
singles followed, in 1979, a full pounding disco
flyer 'Turn Your Boogie Loose' 7L Records. More
routine disco fayre was offered in 1981 with the
Supremes’ 'Come See About Me' Law-ton
Records. Then finally after a six year absence in
1988 'Crying In The Midnight Hour' on the revived
Master Five Records. She then kinda drifted out of
the recording business, but made a fleeting
reappearance in 2000 when some new tracks by
her were released on a Sue CD, JUST BABY N'
ME.

Conley next moved over to Fame records, for two
releases. The Fame tracks were cut at Muscle
Shoals, under the guidance of Rick Hall, 'I Can't
Stop (No No No)' and 'I'm Gonna Forget About
You', where the B side 'Take Me (Just As I Am)'
became a hit for Solomon Burke a few months
later. No success was forthcoming at Fame, so he
then moved to Atco records where he recorded
the infectious, raucous identifiable horn intro,
'Sweet Soul Music', co written by Conley and
Redding, which gave Conley a universal hit. The
song was basically a reworking of Sam Cooke's
'Yeah Man', twigged as an anthem of praise to the
five biggest soul stars around at the time of the
recording in 1967, name checking Lou Rawls,

Although in semi retirement this hasn't prevented
her from making many acclaimed live
appearances, a number of these being in
conjunction with her old recording chum, Don
Gardner. Washington could be the most
underrated and under appreciated singer of her
era. She could wail when required, and sing a
ballad like no other, all inflicted with gospel, blues,
jazz, and uptown soul. Baby Washington moving
vocals has graced some of the greatest R&B and
Soul music of all time. Baby Washington appears
in Prestatyn on the 6th March 2004.
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Sam & Dave, Wilson Pickett, Otis Redding and
James Brown.

OLIVER SAIN
I first came across Oliver Sain
in the early seventies via a
couple of quality rousing brass
driving
disco
items
on
Contempo Records, 'Bus Stop'
and 'She's A Disco Queen',
with nice clipped style sax
breaks, not realising at the time
his enormous involvement in
soul music. Born 1st March 1932 in Dundee,
Mississippi working out of St Louis, saxophonist
Sain first established himself as a bandleader and
producer, and over some fifty years of music
making, was an incredible influence on the music
scene of his home town, without really carving
himself a place in the history books. In 1946 his
family moved to Memphis.

The follow up was an acceptable cover of Big Joe
Turner's 'Shake Rattle And Roll'. In May 1967
Conley toured Europe with the legendary Stax/Volt
Revue. Apart from the smash hit dancer 'Funky
Street' in 1968, which is pure Stax, following the
success of 'Sweet Soul Music' proved difficult.
Although he did hit the R&B/Soul billboard charts
nine times, he was, perhaps, misguided
throughout his Atco period, by producers in
desperation to recapture the commercial horn
lead rolling soul style of his massive hit, by
passing the talent he obviously processed,
therefore relegating him to the second division. In
February 1968 The Soul Clan, a union of Atlantic
Records soul giants, Solomon Burke, Don Covay,
Ben E King and Joe Tex, along with Conley cut
the classic 'Soul Meeting' b/w 'That's How I Feel'.

In 1950 he was drafted and served in Korea.
Discharged in 1952 he took up drums, before
moving over to the saxophone, sitting in with local
blues artists, including a spell with Howlin’ Wolf's
band. Around this time he formed a close
friendship with Little Milton Campbell, going onto
become Milton's bandleader. He moved to
Chicago in the mid fifties, before relocating back
to St Louis in 1959. After forming his band in St
Louis in 1960, he developed a considerable local
reputation playing all the cities clubs, and across
the Mississippi in East St Louis. Members of his
band included Fontella Bass, who was featured
vocalist, Stacy Johnson and Bobby McClure.

In 1969 sees the release of a non-charting gem, a
glorious cover of New Orleans Warren Lee's 'Star
Review'. Conley was devastated by his close
friend and associate Otis Redding’s tragic death,
and he never really got over this; without his
guidance it seemed to forestall his progress, often
referring back to the Sam Cooke catalogue, and
other ill advised cover versions. If you turn over
the awful 'Ob-La-Di-Ob-La-Da' you find an
emotive personal tribute with 'Otis Sleep On', one
of his finest moments. The singer switched to
Caprico in 1971, a label set up by Redding's
manager Phil Walden, where he had four singles
released, 'Walking On Eggs' a cracking stand out
ballad.

He made his first records in 1962 for the tiny
Bobbin label, featuring Fontella Bass on vocals
and piano and Little Milton on guitar. Sain's Chess
contacts from his Chicago days resulted in Bass
signing for the label, charting in 1965 with a duet
with McClure 'Don't Mess Up A Good Thing'
written by Sain, who also wrote the Fontella Bass
smash hit 'Rescue Me'. In 1966 he founded
Archway studio, and the A-Bet label, occasionally
recorded himself as well as a host of local St
Louis acts, and popular soul artists. Of particular
interest
was
Sain’s
involvement
with
The
Montclairs, who recorded
at his Archway studios,
then his getting the group
a contract with Paula
Records.

His last known recording was a live album as Lee
Roberts and the Sweaters, SOULIN on Blue
Shadow, recorded live in Amsterdam. In the mid
seventies, distaste of the music business, found
him relocating to Europe, finally in the eighties
settling in Ruurl, Netherlands and legally changing
his name to Lee Roberts. There he was involved
in promoting young bands with his own company
Art-Con
Productions. He remained very
underrated for his sensitive soul ballads and midtempo gems. But nevertheless, he always injected
his soul soaked energy, into everything he
recorded. He died of intestinal cancer 17
November 2003. Do you Like soul music, that
sweet soul music....

In the early seventies he
founded the Vanessa label; artists he recorded
included Bobby McClure and Shirley Brown. Sain
never achieved any national recognition until the
early seventies and the disco boom, when he
began recording instrumentals for the Nashville
based Abet label, establishing himself as an
unlikely disco star. He hit the R&B charts in 1974
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Stateside 488
Patty La Belle + Belles Over The Rainbow/Groovy Kind Of
Love
Atlantic 4064
Gary Lewis + PlayboysShe's Just My Style/I Won't Make That
Mistake Again
Liberty 5584
Ramsey Lewis Trio Hang On Sloopy/Movin' Easy
Chess 8024
Little Richard
I Don't Know What You've Got But It's
Got Me/part 2
Fontana 652
The Marvelettes
Don't Mess With Bill/Anything You
Wanna Do
T Motown 546
Barbara McNair
You're Gonna Love Me Baby/Touch Of
Time
T Motown 544
Clyde McPhatter
Everybody's Somebody's Fool/I Belong
To You
Stateside 487
The Packers
Hole In The Wall/Go 'Head On
Pye 25343
Junior Parker
These Kind Of Blues/part two
Vocalion 9256
Christine Quaite
Long After Tonight Is All Over/I'm
Hoping
Stateside 482
Boots Randolph
Theme From A Dream/King Of The
Road
London 10017
Della Reese
Home/Her Little Heart Went To
Loveland
HMV 1504
Mitch Ryder + Wheels
Jenny Take A Ride/Baby Jane
Stateside 481
Sam & Dave
You Don't Know Like I Know/Blame Me
Don't Blame My Heart
Atlantic 4066
The Shangri-Las
I Can Never Go Home Anymore/Bulldog
Red Bird 10043
Nina Simone
Either Way I Lose/Break Down & Let It
All Out
Philips 1465
The Sufferer
Rolling Stone/
The Two Kings
Tomorrow Morning
Island 240
Booker T + M.G's
Be My Lady/Red Beans & Rice
Atlantic 4063
The Two Kings
Hit You, Let You Feel It/Honey I Love
You
Island 249
Stevie Wonder
Uptight/Purple Raindrops T Motown 545
O V Wright
Poor Boy/I'm In Your Corner
Vocalion 9255

with 'Bus Stop', in 1976 with 'Party Hearty' and in
1977 with 'I Feel Like Dancing'. His albums
though were more versatile in musical content,
from sweet soul to jazz...
During the eighties and nineties he established
himself as a producer of blues and Southern soul
acts on his Pulsar label, notably Larry Davis,
Eddie Kirland, David Dee and Johnnie Johnson.
Although he was diagnosed with bladder cancer in
1995, then in 2000 he developed bone cancer, he
still performed regularly around St Louis until only
recently when he became too ill to work. He died
on the 28th October in St Louis.
SOUL/R&B released in the UK
January 1966. Plenty of goodies this month, even
another duck. Freeman's duck is a soundalike
cover of last month's Duck by Jackie Lee.

Len Barry

Bobby Freeman

The Impressions

Len Barry
You)
Fontella Bass
Love
James Brown
The Cadets

Like A Baby/Happiness (Is A Girl Like
Brunswick 05949
Recovery/Leave It In The Hands Of
Chess 8027
I Got You/I Can't Help It
Pye 25350
If I Had My Life To Live Over/Best Of All
Pye 17024
The Capitols
Honey & Wine/Boulavogue Pye 17025
Ray Charles
Crying Time/When My Dreamboat
Comes Home
HMV 1502
Chubby Checker
Two Hearts Make One Love/You Just
Don't Know
C/Parkway 965
Jimmy Cliff
Pride & Passion/Call On Me
Fontana 641
Jimmy Cross
Super Duper Man/Hey Little Girl
Red Bird 10042
Lee Dorsey
Get Out Of My Life Woman/So Long
Stateside 485
The Drifters
We Gotta Sing/Nylon Stockings
Atlantic 4062
The Duprees
She Waits For Me/Norma Jean
CBS 202028
The Exciters
Little Bit Of Soap/'I'm Gonna Get Him
Someday
London 10018
Bobby Freeman
The Duck/Devil
Pye 25347
Roy Head
Apple Of My Eye/I Pass The Day
Vocalion 9254
Joe Hinton
Just A Kid Named Joe/Pledging My
Love
Vocalion 9258
The Ikettes
I'm So Thankful/Don't Feel Sorry For Me
Polydor 56506
The Impressions
You've Been Cheatin'/Just One Kiss
From You
HMV 1498
Etta James/Sugar PieDo I Make Myself Clear/Desanto
Somewhere Down The Line
Chess 8025
Gloria Jones
Heartbeat/part two
Capitol 15429
Ben E King
Goodnight My Love/Tell Daddy
Atlantic 4065
Bob Kuban & In-Men
The Cheater/Try Me Baby

Soulboy’s top five for this month would be, Lee
Dorsey, Impressions, Bob Kuban, James Brown,
Little Richard goes soul, O V Wright, and
Etta/Sugar. My maths are terrible. Resurrected B
side of the month. James Brown, I Can't Help It.
Not such a hot item from Gary Lewis this time.
Brian and I would like to thank everyone who
turned up for our Spring Of Forty Three party, also
for the cards and gifts. I think everyone who
attended will agree it was really a fun evening.
James Hunter was in sparkling form, was he not?
Amazingly it's only a few months to our next
birthdays, so I guess we might do the whole thing
again.......
I'm off,
Bye bye.
Remember you're in safe soul
hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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JAZZ JUNCTION

leading lights of salsa timba, Cuban Osvaldo
Chacon
worked
hard
to
entertain
a
disappointingly attended Queen Elizabeth Hall.
But entertain he did with dollops of audience
participation and resorting, eventually, to
internationally known songs like Guantanamera.

The London Jazz Festival –
14 to 23 November 2003
The London Jazz Festival came at a saturation
time for good music, enveloping the weekends of
the Utrecht Blues Estafette and Rhythm Riot. As it
encompassed various venues around London, it
could be said to lack the heart of these two.
However with at least one of its halls being utilised
each evening and the Royal Festival Hall being
the site of the Pizza Express Free Stage, then the
home of the festival could rightly be described as
the South Bank.

Headliners for this evening were Brazilian legends
Johnny Alf and Alaide Costa, who along with
Antonio Carlos Jobim and Joao Gilberto are
regarded as two of the greatest exponents of
bossa nova. For Johnny Alf, the spiritual father of
bossa nova, it was his first time ever in London.
Supported by an all-Brazilian band, the music was
light and airy but deceptively seductive. Alaide
Costa’s vocals were gently impassioned as she
started with a song which sounded like a
Portuguese version of Darn That Dream and
continued with songs by probably Brazil’s most
famous composer, the aforementioned Antonio
Carlos Jobim.

It was at the Royal Festival Hall where I started
with the Jason Moran Trio. Jason Moran is one
of the rising stars of jazz and he played piano from
a specially designed upright chair. This is not the
only aspect that sets him apart from others.
Numbers began with the playing of a tape (one of
a lady speaking Cantonese); sonic collages, we
are told, that are an integral part of his
compositions. It may have served as an
inspiration for the trio’s thoughtful and
engaging playing which had each
member pushing hard. The music had a
dense abstractness with the piano of the leader
reminding one of his mentor, Andrew Hill. In the
head attire department, his homburg was an
added bonus (editor to note – H).

Johnny Alf sang sitting down, also sampling the
Antonio Carlos Jobim songbook with Together
and Desafinado. His own compositions
showed a jazz influence, especially on
Rapaz De Bem, as did the band’s soloists
on piano, guitar, saxophone and flute. The
concert ended with Johnny Alf on piano
duetting with Alaide Costa. It was an evening of
touching nostalgia.
The Queen Elisabeth Hall also saw a concert by
probably the best repertory jazz band around
today, The Charles Mingus Orchestra (actually
the larger version of the Mingus Big Band). Apart
from being a virtuoso bassist, Charles Mingus has
been rightly described as the Duke Ellington of
post be-bop jazz.

Detroit born diva, Dianne Reeves, has been
around much longer, becoming the first vocalist to
be signed to the reactivated Blue Note label in
1987, five years after her first album. This was her
second visit with her trio this year which gives
some sense of her popularity as one of the very
top jazz vocalists in the world today.

It has been down to the resolve of his widow, Sue
Mingus, that the music of her husband (who died
in 1979) has been kept alive in such a vital form. It
was she who introduced the band and reminded
us of the political aspect to his music, which is still
alive today. At a recent performance in America
before an audience of various dignitaries,
including some from China, they were asked not
to perform anything which might cause offence.
Naturally the band started with Oh Lord Don’t Let
Them Drop That Atomic Bomb On Me and duly
received a standing ovation.

Dressed in black leather skirt
and looking big boned gave a
greater sense of the power
which Dianne has and the
control which she is able to
exercise over her magnificent
instrument. In Your Eyes grew
to a rousing climax and tribute
was justly paid to Nina
Simone. This was an evening when the agility of
her voice and improvisational skills were on top
form as on songs such as Skylark and
Endangered Species. She also evinced her
abilities of dance incitement on the samba
influenced Smile, which brought many of the
audience to their feet, and of lifting spirits with her
encore Silver And Lace.

The great man’s bass was on stage being played
by Boris Kozlov and the band was led by Craig
Handy. There was a warm spirit of unity amongst
the musicians and many vibrant solos. Charles
Mingus’ music is noted for its passion and
turbulence but on this night, we also got to hear
the gentler side with Sweet Sucker Dance, Eclipse
and Invisible Lady, which was sung by Frank

Described as ‘the voice of timba’ and one of the
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Lacy. However, it was the exuberant and
passionate numbers like Haitian Love Chant,
Shoes Of The Fisherman’s Wife (piano solo by
Kenny Drew Jr), Tonight At Noon (bass solo by
Boris Kozlov), Pithecanthropus Erectus (solos by
Frank Lacy on trombone and Craig Hand on alto
sax) and My Jelly Roll Soul (solos by Frank Lacy
on trombone and Tom Varner on flugelhorn)
which made the deepest mark.

amongst the people of Mali. Although a
comparatively new style of music, traditions are
observed with a kamalengoni amongst the
western instruments and flés which she and her
three backing singers would spin and throw above
their heads.
Not being able to understand the words meant
missing out on an important feature of the songs.
But by the end the sheer danceability of the music
had dominated with Maladon being the pick.

My interest having been
aroused by catching her at
the
North
Sea Jazz
Festival earlier this year, I
was excited to learn that
the stunning Lizz Wright
had been invited to appear
at the intimate Pizza
Express in Dean Street. Backed by just a trio
(keyboards, bass and drums), slightly pared down
when compared to her debut album Salt, gave a
greater drive and edge to the music.

REGGAE
IRREGULAR
The Lions of Roots at Ocean –
9 November 2003
This was one of those special events that I have
experienced all too rarely during my short stay on
planet earth. Ocean in Hackney was given over to
a night of roots reggae at its best in front of an
audience of its rootsiest fans. Spiritual burning
meant that it was uplifting just to breathe in.

Lizz’s mellifluous and soulful voice inhabited her
songs, as she raised her hands to her ears,
leaning her head back to close her eyes and arch
her back. The whole set was superb form start to
finish with favourite tracks from the album,
Eternity, Fire, Goodbye and Lead The Way, so
alive.
Where does she go from here? She’s not yet 24
but she will need to maintain her individuality and
that means continuing to write good songs and
make good selections of others. I hope that her
record company, Verve, having had the faith to
sign her, will allow her to take time to proceed at
her own pace and not go for the quick return.
For the final night of the festival
I visited the Barbican for a
couple of French speaking
artistes.
The
programme
described flautist Magic Malik
as being of North African
descent and based in France
(does that mean he is French?). He was dressed
in a large check suit and shock of hair which you
suspected might be operated by a hidden string.
His band comprised saxophone, piano, bass,
drums and someone on decks; or as he described
them ‘scratch’. I may be open to criticism of
Luddism but I tend to the belief that ‘scratching’ is
like the emperor’s new clothes. Otherwise Percy
Edwards would have been up there with the
musical greats. The final number Madness was
appositely titled.

The first band to be introduced by MC Daddy
Ernie was the Ras-ites, consisting of drums, two
keyboards, guitar and the tallest yellow-topped
bass player I have ever seen. They were all
London born and as teenagers had signed to Jet
Star in 1999. Their short set was a promotion for
their debut album, Urban Generation, and
included a worthy cover of Freddie McKay’s
Picture On The Wall and Universal Love, a song
written about trouble on the streets of my home
town.
The Ras-ites stayed on stage to back the
Abyssinians, who were formed in the late ‘60s by
Bernard Collins (lead singer) and brothers Lynford
and Donald Manning. During the ‘70s they went
on to become a roots harmony trio of the highest
order.

Malian songbird Oumou Sangare is one of the
best-known performers of wassoulou music. Her
songs about polygamy, arranged marriages and
violence against women resonate strongly

Tonight three grey beards appeared wearing a
variety of hats and clothes (white, red and
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camouflage). It was
twenty years since their
last visit and the
audience’s enthusiasm
was almost tangible.
Songs were recognised
instantly
and
drew
football style roars. Sweet harmonies abounded.
Good Lord was mournfully spiritual as was
Abondico
(about
Shadrak,
Meshak
and
Abednigo). The encore was the anthemic Satta-AMasagana, which regrettably lacked the horn
introduction of the recorded version.

I'm not too keen on adding more and more lanes
to existing motorways like the M25 as that does
seem to generate more traffic. The trouble with
this particular road is that it is part of an
uncompleted urban motorway system. London is
almost unique in being one of the world's major
cities without motorway access to the central area.
I think it was a great mistake to abandon the early
plans for motorways criss-crossing central
London, with an inner motorway ring around the
central area. Westway is all that exists of this
scheme. It is ridiculous that it takes an hour or two
just to get out of London from the centre, or back
in again, along congested streets.

Another roots trio to be universally acclaimed was
Culture. Formed in the late ‘70s and led by
songwriter Joseph Hill, it essentially became a
vehicle for its leader after he split from his two
backing singers in 1982. However this did not
prevent him/the group from continuing to enjoy
considerable success. For this performance they
were backed by the Forces of Justice Band.

London needs at least two motorway routes right
thru the centre, or at least to an inner motorway
ring around Central London. The two routes out
should be north-south and east-west, by
extending and joining up existing motorways
coming into the outer suburbs.
Combined with parking restrictions and an
extended congestion charge for the central area,
such a motorway system in London would ease
congestion both in the city and on the M25. It
would also mean traffic could enter and leave
London quickly, and without clogging up the local
roads.

Dressed in charcoal with three quarter length
jacket, Joseph Hill’s appearance had the sombre
threat of an Angel. He dominated the stage and
the response of the audience readily matched that
given to the Abyssinians.
His earthy voice scored on Love Shine Brighter,
Tell Me Where You Get It and See Them A Come.
But the real cup winner was Two Sevens Clash, in
spite of it prophesying an apocalypse which never
occurred. I tried to get some sort of explanation
from Junior Jazzbo but he was too far gone. And
after another two numbers so was I – out into
Monday morning and the sounds of the earliest of
birds.
Dave Carroll







This would not just benefit car owners. Coaches
and long-distance buses could use these
motorways (no more long coach journeys to
Hemsby and the Rhythm Riot for instance) and all
those awful juggernauts could be taken off local
roads on to the cross-London motorways until
they got near their destination.
If carefully planned these roads need not cause
too much environmental damage. Motorways
could be built over existing (or disused) railway
lines, canals, etc. causing minimum demolition
and disruption to existing buildings, and could go
underground at strategic points. The spaces
created under raised motorways can also be used
inventively - look at the Portobello Road area for
example. London can't remain in the 19th century
forever.



Letters to the Editor
Reply to Mr Angry - Roads/Vegetarians
I am no fan of cars. I gave up my little van over 20
years ago because I consider motor vehicles
useless in inner London which has good public
transport and so many parking restrictions.
Therefore you might expect me to disagree with
Mr Angry, but somewhat surprisingly I find I
cannot easily join the anti-roads lobby.

On Mr Angry's final point about vegetarians'
qualms about leather shoes and fur coats, I have
always found this hard to understand. I went
vegetarian once and it nearly killed me. I got bad
withdrawal symptoms after 50 odd years of meat
eating. But whilst I am anti-hunting 'sports' and
sympathetic to the arguments against killing
animals for food or using them to test cosmetics, I
honestly can't see the objection to using their
hides or fur once they die of natural causes. It
would mean this type of leather/suede/fur would
be much more expensive than that made from

Obviously we need good motorways and bypasses to strategic points around the country.
Take the awful, winding country lanes to Hastings
for instance - they are positively dangerous! There
must be other routes which are screaming out for
motorways.
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John And Brian’s Belated Bash At The
King And Queen

animals killed to order, but are vegetarians really
saying animals which die naturally should just be
burned or left to rot in the ground rather than
make use of their carcass? No good for human
food granted, but a mink which died of old age
would make a perfectly good, though very
expensive, glove (albeit in grey only? - H).

Keith said to me that whomever puts on a birthday
do has to write a review of it. I said to him that an
outsider who isn’t biased should write it but he
took no notice (situation normal there then Brian –
H). So here goes.

I hereby give my permission to use my hide for a
leather coat after I kick the bucket, I'm sure my
skin's thick enough! Why shouldn't both humans
and animals be recycled into useful products
instead of using up valuable space in cemeteries
(yes, there are pet cemeteries, and very
expensive they are too) or going up in equally
expensive smoke polluting the environment?
Tony (pair of gloves) Papard

I would like to thank all the people who took the
trouble to turn up; although the crowd was not
very large I think I counted 26 at one time. Dart
Carson said I should mention that I got pissed
inebriated and could not remember a thing so it
must have been good (not far wrong actually).
James Hunter played two sets which were very
good considering he usually plays with a full band
behind him, saxes etc.
He played mainly old blues numbers, some of
which I’d never heard before but some that I can
remember were ‘All By Myself’, a couple of Ray
Charles numbers, one being ‘Hallelujah, I Love
Her So’, then a soul number by Jerry Butler, ‘For
Your Precious Love’ and ‘It’s All Right’. He also
did a number that I requested before he started
Bo Diddley’s ‘You Can’t Judge A Book By It’s
Cover’ and I think he also did ‘The Things That I
Used To Do’ by Guitar Slim.

Hi Keith,
Just a note to say thanks for the card and yes I do
enjoy reading 'Tales From The Woods’. I’m
always intrigued with your contributors’ reviews of
concerts and, although I’m not a frequent
attendee at them, I sometimes wonder if I was at
the same ones as reviewed in the mag. I
especially liked the two contrasting views of the
March concert at the Palladium, starring Jet Harris
(we believe in the old adage “one man’s meat…”
etc. – H).

A raffle was drawn with the proceeds going to the
'Tales From The Woods' mag, the prizes being
bottles of wine and CDs. I won a bottle of wine
(fix! – H), my brother Doug and John’s brother
Rod also won prizes and my sister jokingly said it
must be fixed (I agree – H). The reason for this do
being so long after our birthdays is that John had
to go into hospital for an operation that got
cancelled and put back to later in the year.

I’ve also led a very sheltered life regarding some
of the artists reviewed and also many of the
“classic” song titles they have recorded.
Occasionally I try to extend my knowledge of such
matters by attempting to locate their music but I
am not always dogged enough in my pursuit.
I made my first visit to the U.S. in September
visiting Nashville; it was a birthday treat using my
long weekend between early turn and nights. My
wife and I visited the usual haunts; the Grand Ole
Opry, the honky-tonks, a riverboat jaunt featuring
a C&W show, the Gibson showcase in Opryland
(even coming away with a Gibson guitar). It was a
fabulous weekend and we hope to undertake a
similar trip for a slightly longer period in 2004,
perhaps taking in Memphis for a couple of days.

Also Mr Angry said he couldn’t make the
th
November 7 date we had fixed so it was put
th
back again to December 5 (but he still didn’t turn
up anyway). Somehow three hats were passed
among the audience to try on; I think they
belonged to Keith (pretty likely I reckon – H). I
wore one for a while but it got too hot but Bunter
wore his for a long time and it suited him.
I’ve made a list of people who didn’t turn up and
they will be punished (sorry Brian, please forgive
me – H). I would like to thank people who gave us
cards and presents etc. even though we said we
didn’t want anything. Here’s to the next do at the
King and Queen.

I hope that this missive finds you in better health
now and that you are fit enough to withstand the
rigours of the Christmas season that is almost
upon us (long gone by the time anybody gets to
read this – H).
Take care,
Murray Robinson.

As seen by Little Brian Jessup
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THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

starts as rhythm and blues and, via a couple of
personnel changes, ends up as psychedelia.
Noted Aussie writer Glenn A. Baker contributes an
excellent booklet note detailing the band's history,
but I'll just mention that in addition to the bits we
all knew and loved that appeared on Columbia,
Decca, and MGM, there are one or two rarities
previously unheard by me; Merle Kilgore's classic
"Ring Of Fire" is given a 1967 makeover, with an
almost marching beat, and a version of Traffic's
"Coloured Rain” clocks in at nine minutes long,
around four of which are taken up with a guitar
solo by Andy Summers, ten or so years before he
became a Policeman. A four-minute interview seg,
where Eric Burdon and Alan Price reflect on the
band's early days, rounds out a fine CD, well
mastered and generally presented.

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL

Dr. Hook and The Medicine Show - I Got
Stoned and I Missed lt; The Best From Shel
Silverstein 1971-79" - Raven RVCD 161







The Last Morning | Bunky And Lucille | Marie L. Wauk |
Sylvia's Mother | Judy | Carry Me Carrie | Freakin' At
The Freakers' Ball | Queen Of The Silver Dollar | Cover
Of The "Rolling Stone" | Looking For Pussy | The
Ballad Of Lucy Jordan | Life Ain't Easy | The Wonderful
Soupstone | Roland The Roadie And Gertrude The
Groupie | I Got Stoned And I Missed It | Everybody's
Making It Big But Me | More Like The Movies | A
Couple More Years | I Never Got To Know Her | I Don't
Want To Be Alone Tonight | Pleasure And Pain | Rings
Of Grass | The Ugliest Man In Town



C.D. REVIEWS
Hi there, Kats and Kit
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

Shel
Silverstein,
a
songwriter
whose
compositions included
"A Boy Named Sue" and
"Once
More
With
Feeling", came across
Dr. Hook and the
Medicine
Show,
a
combo led by George
Cummins and bearing
the vocal talents of Dennis Locorriere and exrocker Ray Sawyer (probably best known to the
Rock’n’Roll fraternity for his 1959 cut, "Rockin'
Satellite"), in about 1970. Impressed by the
somewhat offbeat sound the band had created,
Silverstein took them to Clive Davis, president of
Columbia records, who also liked them and
signed the group to the label. And so began Dr.
Hook's recording career: in generally summing up
this CD, I enjoyed the earlier tracks due to the
lack of polish and, as everyone surely knows,
"Sylvia's Mother" burned up the US and UK charts
in 1972. By the time of "More Like The Movies", in
1976, Dr. Hook (the Medicine Show tag had been
dropped) had switched labels to Capitol, and
musically all the rough edges had been smoothed
out ("A Little Bit More" and, slightly later, "When
You're In Love With A Beautiful Woman" were

The Animals - "Absolute Animals 1964-1968"
- Raven RVCD 178
House Of The Rising Sun | Boom Boom | I'm Crying |
Baby Let Me Take You Home | Don't Let Me Be
Misunderstood | Bring It On Home To Me | We Gotta
Get Out Of This Place | It's My Life | Inside Looking Out
| Don't Bring Me Down | See See Rider | Help Me Girl |
When I Was Young | San Franciscan Nights |
Monterey | Sky Pilot Pts 1 & 2 | Ring Of Fire | Good
Times | Coloured Rain | Animal Interviews

One of four CDs
reviewed this month
just
out
on
the
Australian Raven Label
(available here through
Proper) and as a basic
hits collection, this box
of Animal crackers
cannot be faulted. It
covers
the
period
1964-67 and musically
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worldwide smasheroos).

Particular favourites of mine in this album were
the plaintive "Let Me In Your Life", the deeply
funkv "Use Me", and of course the classic "Lean
On Me". The two bonus tracks make for an
interesting contrast; "Better Days", a funky ballad,
was featured in the soundtrack of the 1971 movie
"Man And Boy", while on a 1975 duet with Bobby
Womack on the latter's "It's All Over Now", Bill
shows that he could get down with the best of ‘em.
Booklet notes are by Terry Reilly and the CD
comes with my unreserved recommendation.

The songs I particularly enjoyed were the funky
rocker "Bunky and Lucille", "Marie L. Wauk",
where (I presume) Ray Sawyer growls out the
lyrics in best Howlin' Wolf style, also lyrically
amusing was "Freakin' At The Freakers' Ball", an
eyewitness account of a fetishists/perverts' party,
and many will know of Marianne Faithfull's
successful cover of "The Ballad Of Lucy Jordan".
The Doctor had vacated the surgery by the turn of
the nineties; Ray Sawyer is sadly no longer with
us (and the great Shel Silverstein died in 1999),
but Dennis Locorriere is still out there touring
regularly and keeping the Doctor Hook faith. Great
booklet notes again from the eminent Glenn A.
Baker.

Shuggie Otis - "Here Comes..."/"Freedom
Flight" - Raven RVCD 141
Oxford Gray | Jennie Lee | Bootie Cooler | Knowing
(That You Want Him) | Funky Thithee | Shuggie's
Boogie | Hurricane | Gospel Groove | Baby, I Needed
You | The Hawks | Ice Cold Daydream | Strawberry
Letter 23 | Sweet Thang | Me and My Woman |
Someone's Always Singing | Purple | Freedom Flight

Bill Withers - "Just As I Am"/"Still Bill" Raven RVCD 160
Harlem | Ain't No Sunshine | Grandma's Hands | Sweet
Wanomi | Everybody's Talkin' | Do It Good | Hope
She'll Be Happier | Let It Be | I'm Her Daddy | In My
Heart | Moanin'n'Groanin' | Better Off Dead | Lonely
Town, Lonely Street | Let Me In Your Life | Who Is He
(And What Is He To You?) | Use Me | Lean On Me |
Kissin' My Love | I Don't Know | Another Day To Run | I
Don't Want You On My Mind | Take It All In and Check
It Out | Better Days | It's All Over Now (with Bobby
Womack)

The first two albums by
Johnny Otis' son, issued
on Epic in 1970 and '71
respectively.
Shuggie
(real name Johnny Otis
Jnr.) was just 15 when
the
"Here
Comes
Shuggie Otis" sessions
took place, so the words
"child prodigy" certainly
come into play. He was given a small drum kit
when aged 4, but expressed a preference for
guitar, becoming highly proficient by the time he
was 11. He played on his father's 1968 album
"Cold Shot", and indeed it was Johnny Snr. who
produced and arranged Shuggie's debut album.
The opening instrumental, "Oxford Gray" is
basically a demonstration of Shuggie's dexterity
set in a rather pretentious classical-based
arrangement. Many of the tracks are agreeably
good slow/fast funky blues, and just prior to
"Shuggie's Boogie", he acknowledges his
influences, the very people that his pa had known
and worked with. Best of all, though, is "The
Hawks", which has more than a hint of Freddie
King's "Hideaway" about it.

Nice one this from
Raven; the first two
albums by the great Bill
Withers from 1971 and
'72, plus a couple of
bonus tracks thrown in
for good measure.
Withers'
laid-back
style, which musically I
tended to look upon as
"folk-soul", always went down well with yours truly,
and this new release is most welcome. Actually,
Bill seems to have gone to ground of late; his last
known album, "Watching You, Watching Me" was
issued on Columbia in 1985. Anyway, the first
album has more of a gentle application than the
second; "Just As I Am" includes Withers' first
major money-spinner, the much-covered "Ain't No
Sunshine". The Moptops' "Let It Be" is given a
slightly faster ride than usual, and "Everybody's
Talkin’" bears a distinctive Withers treatment. "In
My Heart' is superbly reflective and there's a nice
slice of gentle funk in "Do It Good”. The first-class
backup includes Booker T. Jones, Duck Dunn and
Al Jackson.

The "Freedom Flight" album is a little more
extravagant musically, a case in point certainly
being the 12-minute instrumental title track, which
for me is about four minutes too long. "Strawberry
Letter" became something of a hit in the hands of
the Brothers Johnson some years later, while "Me
and My Woman" doffs a cap to B.B.King in terms
of arrangement. "Purple" is a good blues
instrumental, and at seven minutes, doesn't
overstay its welcome too much. There is one
bonus track, a 1969 version of Mercy Dee
Walton's "One Room Country Shack" recorded
with Al Kooper and given a funky feel. I remember

For 1972's "Still Bill", Withers was accompanied
by his regular road band, consisting of Benoree
Blackman (guitar), Ray Jackson (piano), Melvin
Dunlap (bass) and James Gadson (drums).
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first hearing this on a CBS album "Fill Your Head
With Rock' in about 1970, around the same time I
first heard "Here Comes Shuggie Otis". Shuggie
himself retired from recording in 1975 and, it is
said, encountered drug problems for a while.
According to Glenn A. Baker, Shuggie made a
surprise appearance on the "Late Night With
David Letterman" show in 2001, apparently
looking well. No further word since; could there be
some new recordings on the way?

lead singer Nic Nilsson, plus Borje Oh on guitar,
Ricky James Johansson on upright bass, and
Patrick Spanden on drums. A pretty good
authentic sound is achieved by this rockabilly
outfit, and a mixture of original compositions by
the band and a few covers make up its 12 tracks.
Also guitarist Dave Moore, whom us Hemsbygoers will have seen playing behind Vernon Taylor
and Billy Adams in the past, lends his guitar skills
to a track or two, in particular to his composition
"Hot Rod Daddy" which rocks along with purpose.
There are spirited readings of Lou Millet's "Shorty
The Barber", Lloyd Arnold's "Gonna Love My
Baby" and Sonny West's "Rock-Ola Ruby".
Patrick's "A Fool Was I" has a Buddy and Bob feel
to it, and the original compositions move nicely.
Our good buddy from American Music Magazine
(and the sleevenote writer for the album) Erik
Peterson mentions that the band were formed in
May 1998 following a meeting at Hemsby between
Nic and Patrick. The whole production is highly
enjoyable and I wish the guys well with this
release. Available from Big Brother Records @
Ostergaten 3, 53132 Liokoping, Sweden.

The Cleftones - "Live Today" - Marquee, no
cat. no.
Why You Do Me Like You Do | Heart and Soul | For
Sentimental Reasons | He Will Break Your Heart |
Wonderful World | Blue Velvet | You Baby You | A
Thousand Miles Away | The Angels Sang | Smoke Gets
In Your Eyes | Can't We Be Sweethearts | Medley;
That's Why-I'll Be Satisfied | Little Girl Of Mine | When I
Found You

This CD centres around
a live performance taped
at the New Yorker
Restaurant,
Rockville
Center, New York, in
April 2002 and is, to this
scribe,
a
major
disappointment.
The
indomitable Herb Cox
still leads the 2002
Cleftones; his voice still bears that wonderful
crack that made those Gee sides of the '50s so
memorable. Although the other group members
(Nick Saunders, Kenny Whiteside and Mac Todd)
all sing with power and precision, the show is too
polished, too perfect. Also the backing band are
dreadful in Rock’n’Roll terms; a more
contemporary rock beat is hitched to the classic
"Little Girl Of Mine". The bright moments are the
non-live items, notably "Why You Do Me Like You
Do", which is sung acapella in what I imagine to
be a radio broadcast. But even a previously unissued 1985 demo, the discofied "When I Found
You”, couldn't lift my spirits. Onlv two Bunters out
of five for this.

In Brief
There's a couple of "briefs" to look at this month,
so let's get straight on with it. Many will remember
the excellent show given at the King and Queen
last October by the UK bluesman Rev. Richard
John; well, here's a new CD from the man who
scored a huge success at last year's Colne blues
festival. John is a one-man band whose style falls
somewhere between Doctor Ross and John Lee
Hooker and, on "Love In The Blues", which, I
assume, is available only at gigs, we hear 16
original compositions of considerable quality. I
especially enjoyed the boogie feel of "Red Hot
Woman", "Bookie Man's Blues" and "I'm Comin'
Home" and the lowdown ambience of such as the
CD's opener, "Black Cherry Pie", "Snake Town",
and "Goin' Down With Fever". An ideal CD for
those who like their blues raw, primitive and
honest.
Lastly, a look at a debut
CD by a band whose
style is set firmly in late
'40s/early '50s rhythm
and
blues.
Maria
Vincent
and
the
Millionaires hail from
Shropshire, and have
picked up quite a
reputation of late as
being one of the UK's
finest jump-jive outfits, with recent appearances at
both Hemsby and the Rhythm Riot. Their maiden
CD is entitled "Presenting" and contains 16 tracks,
practically all covers but well played. Lead singer
and blonde bombshell Maria is quite a fan of Ruth

Vinyl Review
Fireball Steven and the Hale Bop's - "Home
Recordings" - Big Brother 100
Eternity | Down The Road | Shorty The Barber | I'm So
Lonely | Hot Rod Daddy | Midnight Flyer | No More |
Gonna Love My Baby | Rock'n'Roll Saddles | A Fool
Was I | Rock-Ola Ruby | Goodbye Goodbye

Here's a nifty little 10-incher from the Big Brother
label in Sweden, featuring a band by the name of
Fireball Steven and the Hale Bop's who consist of
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Brown; there are no less than five of Miss
Rhythm's songs, these being "I Wanna Do More",
"Teardrops From My Eyes", "Lucky Lips", "This
Little Girl's Gone Rockin” and "Mama, He Treats
Your Daughter Mean" with the faster arrangement
that has proved popular with dancers lately.
Certainly Maria captures the Ruth Brown style
very well, and these are my favourites in the
collection. We also hear versions of Etta James’
“Good Rockin' Daddy", Wynona Carr's "Ding
Dong Daddy", Sam Butera's "Bim Bam”, Wynonie
Harris's "Lovin' Machine" and Varetta Dillard's
"Scorched'.

Seasoned rockers such as Billy Lee Riley and Ray
Campi rubbed shoulders with blues and soul
titans like Little Freddie King, Lurrie Bell, Maxine
Brown and Howard Tate in a show that ran its
course from 3 p.m to 3 a.m. Yikes, daunting!
Although the day of the show was a Saturday, as
is customary, there was a jam session in a local
club (the name of which escapes me) on the
Friday evening to get us blues lovers in the mood.
Previous sessions, I am told, have been
spectacular; trust me to attend one that wasn't.
Studebaker John, Miss Candy, and Sam Taylor
entertained, and Maxine Brown socialized, but
overall the evening never really seemed to get out
of first gear. Anyway, in giving impressions of the
main event, like Keith did last year, I'll only
comment on he or she who I saw; comments on
acts I failed to see, but others did, would needless
to say be very welcome.

The Ruth Brown items apart, worth a special
mention also are both the opener "A Lotta What
You Got" and most of all the New Orleansinspired "What I Learned About You", which
particularly impressed. There's solid backing
throughout by the Millionaires, who consist of Ted
Bunting on saxes, T-Bird Williams on guitar, Pete
Beresford on keyboards, Richie Vincent on bass,
and Dave Falshaw on drums. Al Nichols, known
and revered for his work with Blue Harlem and
Mike Sanchez, guests on a track or two as well. A
good debut from this outfit; the CD is available
from Pollytone records (cat. no MVM1, website;
www.pollytone.com) or the Millionaires on-line
office at www.millionaires.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk.
Happy New Year one and all!!

Long John Hunter and Tom
"Bluesman" Hunter
Long John Hunter; guitar, vocal
Tom "Bluesman" Hunter; guitar, vocal
Nick Connelly; organ
Ron Tropiano; bass
Ken D. Spencer; drums
Long

is known to rockin'
rhythm'n'blues fanatics for
his classic "El Paso Rock”.
Sadly, we didn't hear that
one tonight but he, along
with brother Tom, got the
proceedings off to a good
start with a well-paced set of slow blues and a
little boogie. Resplendent in a bright yellow suit
and tails, Tom kicked off Utrecht '03 with the midtempo "I Love My Baby", "Sun's Goin' Down", and
the slow blues "Talkin' Country". Dressed in
sinister black, brother John slowly sidled from
stage right toward his brother, with a permanently
deadpan expression on his face. On plugging in,
he treated us to a selection of songs from his
Alligator albums, including "Everytime", "The
Reason Why", "Wanna Love You All My Life" and
"Dirty Old Women". As mentioned earlier, a good
start.

Bunter Goes To
Utrecht!!
(finally)
Back in TFTW 25 (January 2003), in his personal
synopsis of the 2002 Blues Estafette in Utrecht,
Holland, while concluding a review of a
performance given by the doo-wop group the
Counts, our illustrious, industrious Editor wrote,
and I quote, "Hardrock Bunter, you would have
loved it; you'll be there next year, Brian, I know."
Well, indeed I was, and what a truly great
spectacle the 24th Blues Estafette turned out to
be to myself and fellow travellers and good
buddies Shaky Lee, John and Rod Joliffe, Brian
Jessup, John and Mary Howard, Dave Carroll,
Martyn Harvey, Darren Vidler, Al Lloyd and
Imposing Ed, suffering from rockin' pneumonia
and the boogie woogie flu.

John

Hunter

Charles Walker
Charles Walker; vocal
Alfred James III; trumpet
Thomas McGinley; sax
Mary Arm Brandon, Fred James; guitars, vocals
Billy Earheart; organ
Jeff Davis; bass
Herb Shucher; drums
Douglas James; percussion
For me, the evening really started with Charles
Walker, Black Magic recording artist and soul
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singer of the highest quality. An amalgam of
Johnny Adams, Solomon Burke, and Wilson
Pickett, he thrilled the crowd with first "One Man's
Heartache", followed by a deep 'un, "It's Your
Time To Cry", and by jove he really got down on
this.

Hemsby only served to illustrate what a good
growling blues voice principal lead Milton Love
has; this was brought home on a blast at Brother
Ray's "The Night Time Is The Right Time". "We're
Gonna Rock" (aka "Whatcha Gonna Do") gave
way to the Solitaires’ greatest hit, "Walking Along",
and that was it. Good show, good guys too; I must
dig out the photo I have with Milton and Fred.

Sam Taylor and Lou Pride
Not together on stage, I hasten to add, but I only
saw a few songs by each; my sole visit to the
small hall coincided with the appearance of Sam
Taylor; of the two or three songs I caught top
honours went to an extended version of Gene and
Eunice's "KoKoMo". Lou Pride is a feller of Billy
Stewart proportions in terms of physical
appearance; his voice isn't really the type to strip
paint but he has a good, soulful sound. The first
three tunes, "Gotta Talk To My Baby", "Heavy
Load", and "Love On My Baby", were well
delivered, but by this time not only was I gittin'
hungry, but my CD demons were raging away
inside my soul; buy some, buy some. So, off I
went. I recently heard that Mr. Pride is to make an
appearance at the 100 Club sometime in April.
Hopefully I'll be among the audience

The rest of the set saw an alternate fast-slow
song pattern. The uptempo items included "Snake
Juice" a terrific throwback to the mid-‘60s Atlantic
sound, with the horns riffing gloriously away, and
best of the slowies included a great take on Dan
Penn and Spooner Oldham's "It Tears Me Up",
made famous by Percy Sledge, and, surprisingly,
Elvis Costello's "Alison". Last scheduled number,
"99,000 Watts Of Soul Power" had the assembled
throng on their feet, and for an encore Walker
signed off with a ballad, "I Still Remember Your
Number By Heart". I enjoyed C.W. very much and
deeply regret not seeing him earlier this year at
the Spitz.

Howard Tate
Howard Tate; vocals
Pete Sembler; trumpet
Michael Rinter; trombone
Johnny Bamont; alto and baritone saxes
Scott Peterson; tenor sax
Michael Schermer; guitar
Austin De Lone; piano, organ
Tim Wager; bass
Ernest Carter; drums

The Solitaires
Milton Love, Bobby Mansfield, Fred Barksdale,
Albert Floyd; vocals
Rick Kreher; guitar
Rockin' Billy Hamden; guitar
Nick Lloyd; bass
Warren Storm; drums

For many, including me, this was the main reason
for making the ferry crossing. I personally wasn't
disappointed; to borrow the title of his new album,
Howard Tate has truly been "Rediscovered", and
thank God for that, his voice still has the quality
that characterized those wonderful mid-‘60s Verve
sides produced by Jerry Ragavoy. Indeed we
heard a few of these tonight; "Stop!", "Ain't
Nobody Home" (successfully covered by B.B.
King) and "Get It While You Can" were all
delivered to perfection and to rapturous applause.
From the new album we heard "Show Me The
Man", "Sorry, Wrong Number" (an Aaron Neville
song from his Minit days if I'm not mistaken),
"Mamma Was Right", and the deliciously-titled
"She May Be White But She's Funky". Another
favourite, "Look At Granny Run" was displayed for
all to hear and there was a nod to the blues with
the crowd pleaser "Everyday I Have The Blues".
Tate seemed tentative and nervous early on but
once he realised the natives were friendly, he

Firstly, while it was great to see swamp-pop
legend Warren Storm behind the kit, I felt his
technique did not, does not suit doo-wop,
particularly on ballads. Anyway, it was my first
stage sighting of the Solitaires since an
appearance in Hemsby in May 1994. The line-up
included Bobby Mansfield, who sung lead with the
Wrens in the mid-‘50s (sadly there was no "Come
Back My Love", but Bob did take centre stage on
a ballad which I think was called "No More
Sorrow"(?), and the voice is still very much in fine
shape, I'm glad to report. As for the rest of the set,
we heard a good mixture of movers and ballads,
plus a couple of nice acapella treats along the way
("How Long" and "I Need Your Love"). The group
cut a fine version of "The Angels Sang" for Old
Town in '56, and it was done to perfection tonight.
The group's decision to include more bluesier
material than the kind of thing I witnessed at
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opened up a lot. A great set. Comments on the
London show at Madame Jo Jo's will be certainly
welcomed by me and the pro-Tate readership.

Ray Campi and The Supro Kings
Ray Campi; guitar, bass, vocal
Rick Kreher; guitar
Rockin' Billy Hamden; guitar
Studebaker John; guitar, harmonica
Nick Lloyd; bass
Warren Storm; drums

Billy Lee Riley
Billy Lee Riley; vocals, guitar, harmonica
James Lott; guitar
Richard Ebert; piano
Doug Driesel Sr; bass
Pete Sully; drums

Having Billy Riley on a
predominantly blues/soul bill
was for some bizarre enough,
but Ray Campi??? Word got
around that Ray had learned
seven or eight blues songs for
tonight's set, but the way he
performed them on stage for
us, they seemed like tried and
trusted old friends to him. Add a
strong, sympathetic band and you have a show
that in the eyes of some (including Mr. Angry)
eclipsed all that had gone before. Me, I thought it
was the best I've seen Campi. It started out a bit
tentative, but slipped into gear with a mean
version of Chuck's "Don't Lie To Me", followed
swiftly by "Jelly Roll Man", "My Bucket's Got A
Hole In It", "Step It Up and Go", "I Heard That
Lonesome Whistle Blow”. Next, magnanimous
Ray handed the spotlight to Warren Storm who
duly sung "I'm Just A Bad Boy", from his recent
"Dust My Blues" album. Back again to Ray for a
rip-roaring last quarter, with killer versions of
"Sugaree", Jimmie Skinner's "That's Alright With
You”, a version of "Mystery Train" but performed
in the slower Junior Parker arrangement (had this
been Hemsby, of course, it would have been full
speed ahead), best of all, however, was a
transcendent take on "Mona" that would surely get
that ol' Bo nodding his behatted head in approval.
For an encore he gave a nod to the rockabilly
contingent with a fiery burst of Hank Ballard's
"Tore Up". What a show!!

This was (I think) the fourth time I've seen Billy,
but it's the first occasion where he has performed
a selection of his favourite blues songs. His set
was pretty much the same as the one he
performed at the Rhythm Riot the following
weekend, but though Billy himself did a good job,
the backing was only fair. Next...

Maxine Brown
Maxine Brown; vocals
Sam Taylor; guitar, vocals
Oswald Allen; sax
Dan Kean; keyboards
Gary Grob; bass
Mario Staiano; drums
Windy Kahl; backing vocals
I
have
always
regretted
missing
Miss
Maxine's
apparently majestic
show at the 100
Club some five
years or so back.
This one more than
made up for it, the
crowd
were
witnessing a living
soul legend, a lady
of
indeterminate
age but still stunning, and the pipes were
sounding good 'n' strong as ever. Old friend Sam
Taylor was on hand to add a little blues guitar to
songs like Louis Jordan's "Let The Good Times
Roll", KoKo Taylor's "Wang Dang Doodle", and a
piece called the "Downhome Blues", which
Maxine, regarded primarily as a soul singer, did
convincingly. Of course, we heard the hits; "All In
My Mind", "Funny", the Northern Soul fave "One In
A Million", and, natch, "Oh No Not My Baby".
Sorry, Cher, you're not my baby; this is real love.
A duet with Sam on Brook and Dinah's "Baby,
You've Got What It Takes", was enjoyable, as was
a deep ballad, "We'll Cry Together" in which Max
really got down, in church wrecking mode.
Encoring on Marcia Ball's "Don't Want No Man",
off she went leaving behind many happy soul
bunnies.

And that, Kats ‘n’ Kittens, is my story; the story of
a most worthwhile trip. A mention in despatches
for the exuberant, tireless host Eddy Stout who
linked the acts with great aplomb, also for the
other headliners I failed to see; Smokey
Smothers, Lurrie Bell, Linda Shell, Chick Willis,
Gino Parks, Little Freddie King (blast!), Joe
Turner (the Memphis Blues Caravan chap), and
Fillmore Sims. Hopefully the guys will give
accounts of their performances. All things being
equal, see you next year!!

Rhythm Riot
Review
(Sorry, held over until next issue due to
limitations of the stapler!! As is Part Two of
Ken Major’s Ponderosa Stomp review. Sorry
guys, we’ll see if we can find a bigger stapler.)
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it, though...
To Be Loved Another Gordy-Carlo
collaboration, this ballad of considerable
beauty went top 30 on both sides of the
Atlantic in February 1958. It was covered
over here by the abysmal Malcolm Vaughan
who, in his interpretation, completely drained
away any trace of emotion. Wilson's original
positively wallows in it. The song formed the
title of Berry Gordy's excellent biography
issued a few years ago.
5. Each Time (I Love You More) Another
gorgeous ballad, again from the magical
team of Berry Gordy and Tyran Carlo, first
issued on the "Lonely Teardrops" album in
late '58 (early'59 in the UK). Very attractive.
6. I'll Be Satisfied Great track from '59 with a
great bounce and currently a great success
at the record hops around the UK. This was
another top tenner for the boy from Highland
Park in the States; 1958-61 was truly Jackie's
golden period, hit, it seemed, followed hit.
Don't think it was ever covered in the US or
UK at the time but there was a lacklustre (to
me) cover by Shakin' Stevens over here in
1982.
7. Doggin' Around "Jackie Sings The Blues",
from April 1960, can be rightly considered to
be one of Wilson's finest albums. One side
contained slow songs, the other fast, and
virtually all were quality compositions. Paired
with the Neapolitan ballad "Night", "Doggin'
Around" was a Top 5 pop hit for Jackie. (A
pop hit?) Against a backdrop of restrained
blues piano, Jackie reprimands his woman
fair and square with this powerful slowie.
Better behave, baby.
8. Comin' To Your House Again from "Jackie
Sings The Blues", this can be found on the
party side (along with great rockers like
"Please Stick Around" and "C'Mon And Love
Me Babv"). A solid, under-rated track that
deserves a much wider hearing. So, request
it at record hops and stroll across the floor.
9. You Don't Know What It Means A stunning
slow blues that was issued only on single in
September 1961. Jackie really pulls out all
the dramatic stops on this, and catch that
out-of-the-blue scream near the song's end.
10. I Found Love Jackie made a series of
collaborations with his talented thenlabelmate Linda Hopkins in 1962/63 (it's
about time for a Linda Hopkins anthology,
record companies!), including a fine gospel
album, but this is my star pick of them all. It's
a bouncy slice of R&B that again, has proved
popular on the record hop circuit.
11. I Just Can't Help It A great rockin' track from
1962 ("I twist to the East/I twist to the West/I
twist with the little girl that I love best").
Issued to little response on a single in the
States, and to none whatsoever in a Craig

Jackie Wilson;
My Top 20

4.

th

January 21, 2004 marks the 20 anniversary of
the passing of Jackie Wilson, one of the greatest,
most commercially successful artists in the history
of rhythm'n'blues. He died after being in a coma
for almost eight years following his collapse
onstage at the Latin Casino, New Jersey, and
during this period he was confined to a wheelchair
and
severely brain
damaged,
able
to
communicate only by blinking his eyes. I paid an
extensive tribute to the man known worldwide as
"Mr. Excitement" through TFTWs 18-22 (June October 2002) but to mark the anniversary this
month's "Top 20" is dedicated to Jackie. By way of
a preface, the first three choices are in order but
the remaining seventeen follow no particular
order.
1.

2.

3.

Lonely Teardrops This is the song that
made Jackie Wilson a household name
throughout the States, it being his first Top 10
pop hit there. Following the success of first
"Reet Petite", then "To Be Loved", Jackie's
releases all gained a UK issue, though
"Teardrops" totally bombed in Blighty on
release in December 1958. It's well known
that the song's authors, Berry Gordy and
Tyran Carlo, visualized it as a blues ballad; to
their deep chagrin, arranger Dick Jacobs
worked up a Latin-based arrangement, but
once the record started climbing on the chart
you can bet that there were happy, contented
faces all round.
Nobody But You The title track from
Wilson's last studio album, cut (probably) in
the spring of 1975 and released (definitely) a
year later in the States and a year after that
in the UK. This gospel-drenched ballad
contains for me Wilson's finest slow-tempo
vocal, positively dripping with emotion. Also
recorded by the formidable Gladys Knight
and the Pips for Buddah around the same
time, but this wins hands down.
Danny Boy Otherwise known as the
Londonderry Air, Fred H. Weatherley's most
famous composition was a major favourite of
Wilson's; he chose the song as his first
commercial recording in early 1952, and rerecorded it twice. My favourite version of the
last two was the 1958 cut that appeared on
his debut album "He's So Fine", and on this
Wilson digs deep into his bag of vocal
trickery; no one employed the art of melisma
greater than he. The slower, more dramatic
1965 re-cut contains its fair share of intensity,
but the '58 model seems more compact and
likeable to me. Not sure if the Irish would like
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12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.
18.

19.
20.

Douglas-infatuated UK. Shame on you. Very
gospelly in its execution, rather like the Isley
Brothers’ “Shout!.
No Pity (In The Naked City) A brooding slice
of soul now, from 1965. Great track, with
Wilson knowing when to create simmering
tension and when to, as it were, drop the
bomb. Magical.
An Ocean I'll Cry An attractive country
ballad from the pen of first-gen rockabilly
Ronnie Self and included on the 1965 album
"Soul Time".
(Your Love Keeps Lifting Me) Higher And
Higher This of course was the song that
catapulted Jackie back into the big league
after a bit of a lean spell. Cut in Chicago
under the watchful eye of Carl Davis, this
became a red hot smasheroo over there and
an (eventual) hit over here. It's inspired a
cover or two through the years, of which Otis
Redding's is my favourite.
I Don't Need You Around The "Higher and
Higher" album of 1961 brims over with class,
and for me here's the classiest. This slowie
contains more menace and put-down per
second than on "Doggin' Around" and yet
Wilson's vocal is practically in falsetto all the
way. Astounding.
A Woman Needs To Be Loved A great track
from the "I Get The Sweetest Feeling" album
of 1968, which is an effective mixture of
blues and soul.
The Who Who Song Why? 'Cos it's great to
dance to after copious amounts of alcohol.
Because Of You Jackie's last two studio
albums "Beautiful Day" and "Nobody But
You" are regarded by many as his finest
achievements on record. Certainly good
material runs throughout them and my
favourite from the former would have to be
this bright'n'breezy ditty.
Where is Love A reflective ballad from
"Nobody But You", absolutely gorgeous.
It Only Happens When I Look At You The
list is concluded by a very commercial, radiofriendly soul confection that was released on
45 in the UK only, in August 1977, but got
nowhere chart-wise. A shame, as it would not
have been out of place in the "Saturday Night
Fever" soundtrack.
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Marffa's Muffins
Muse + Elbow @ The Brighton Centre. 04/12/03.
I have never been to the Brighton Centre before;
past it, yes, but never inside. So it was in great
anticipation that I ventured into it to see the
aforementioned bands.
This 5000 capacity venue appeared to be very
good from several points of view.
 It’s mostly standing with seating raised
around the edges.
 They have several bars with lots of staff
serving.
 A wide stage that allows you to be at the
back and still see the artist.
 You can take your drink into the auditorium.
 It has lots of toilets.
These may seem like fickle issues but, when you

Bopped-Out Bunter





As 2003 draws to a close, Two Timers would like
to thank everyone for making the past year such a
blast - whether you booked us, came to the gigs,
bought the CDs, promoted us or sent us one of
the many enthusiastic messages we've received,
we'd like you to know that WE REALLY
APPRECIATE IT! We wish you health, happiness
and success in 2004, and may loads of great
sounds come your way...
HAPPY NEW YEAR from TWO TIMERS

Anyway folks, hope you've enjoyed this month's
Top 20, in thinking about February I am reminded
that it's 23 years since we lost the great Bill Haley,
so let's do a Haley 20, eh? ‘Til next month!
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have been to some of the excuses for venues that
I have, you may realise that these things can
make all the difference. However, one thing they
forgot tonight is sound quality!

driven ode with a big big sound. Track two - Don't
think you’re the first - is laden with lots of
percussion that The Coral excel at, lots of
wooden blocks, shakers and the like. Track three
- Liezah - is a wonderful song of lost love with a
beautifully overlaid acoustic guitar running through
it. Secret kiss is more of a Doors style slow
number. Track seven is very much a return to the
La’s style with the bouncy Bill McCai. All of our
love is a haunting track with harmonica and piano.
The last track Confessions of A.D.D.D – sounds
very much like the Strawberry Alarm Clock, this
was the band in the Russ Meyer film ‘Beyond the
valley of the Dolls’, it [the song] is groovy and
jazzy, full of sixties influence.

Elbow, hmmm! They sounded really dreary. I only
caught three songs of their set, but with the
exception of one that got a bit loud and lively in
the middle, they came across as very dreary. The
sound was very poor, deeply muddied and the
vocals were pretty much unintelligible. Pretty
damn shabby if you ask me; after all I was
standing by the ample looking sound desk!
To much applause Muse took to the stage and
opened with Butterflies and Hurricanes. The
sound wasn’t any better unfortunately, so I
mooched around the venue in a vain attempt to
locate a good spot. Venturing towards the front
was not proving too clever in the search for an
aural utopia. In fact, what was quite strange was
that for a gig that was sold out, there was loads of
room. Maybe that’s what the problem was? Maybe
there weren’t enough people in the place to
absorb the sound, who knows?

If you liked the last album then you will probably
feel the same way about this one; likewise if you
didn’t like the last one, then you probably won’t
like this!
Randy @ Elm Street Rock Café, Oslo, 28
September 2003.
Over in Oslo for a wedding of a friend towards the
end of September, I stumbled in to this lot of noise
merchants in Oslo’s premier rock bar.

Playing a lot of tracks from the new album
Absolution – they got the crowd going but never in
a particularly rowdy way. Songs like Muscle
Museum and Plug in baby roused the crowd far
better. It has to be said that Matt Bellamy is one
very talented guy. Throughout the 1 hour 45
minute set, he swapped between keyboards and
guitar seamlessly. Surprisingly there turned out to
be very little on-stage chatter; the bassist being
positioned (a bit pompously for my liking) on a
riser that, well, did just that, rose!

It was Sunday and we (my friend Rob and I) were
entertaining ourselves with a miniature pub-crawl
of the Norwegian capital; you only do small ones
because it can be very expensive otherwise. On
the final pub of three, we stumbled headlong into
this bunch of reprobates playing a blend of punk
rock with a surprising amount of Britishness to it.
They were half way through their set of original
material, which the 40-strong throng were
enjoying, when we got there. Not having heard of
them or their songs before, I discovered that
wasn’t a disability that affected my enjoyment.
Their mixture of Undertones, The Clash, Rancid
and Honeycrack influenced tunes really came
across well. It got my attention and held it there for
the next 30 minutes without it wavering one iota.

Projected backdrops changed throughout the
show, varying from clouds passing by to futuristic
landscapes. Midway through the set, a large
amount of black balloons descended from netting
over the audience; this was followed later by six
enormous skin-coloured balloons filled with
confetti. This made it look like the set from The
Prisoner for a brief moment. The final song –
Stockholm Syndrome – which is about having
empathy for your captors if you are held hostage,
culminated with two large CO2 cannons firing off
yet more confetti. Filing out of the venue, I felt that
it had been a good show, let down only by the
poor sound quality.

It turned out that Randy are actually Swedish and
had been touring with fellow countrymen - The
Hives - around Europe up until the month before.
I was so impressed with what I heard, that I
bought an album of theirs. That has proved to be
a good buy as it has 16 tracks of top quality
material, although the version of Amos Millburn’s
Chicken Shack will have blues purists cringing in
disgust.

The Coral - Magic and Medicine
This second album from the Liverpuddlian
ensemble is another delight of influences from
acts as diverse as The Doors and Strawberry
Alarm Clock to The La's. It’s different from their
last album but feels familiar, like a friend you
haven’t seen for years.
Track one - In the Forest - is a slow theatre organ

MM
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King and Queen, Foley Street

Colin Taub

Friday 16th January (£0)

Exclusive Tailor for Edwardian Teds
Specialising in mainly Teddy Boys Suits

'Tales From The Woods'
promotions presents the Shaky
Lee Wilkinson & Dr Charles Dale
Birthday Party
Alexandra Palace
th
st
Tuesday/Wednesday 20 /21 January (£25)
The White Stripes
Hammersmith Apollo
rd
th
Friday/Saturday 23 /24 January (£20)
Primal Scream

Colin Taub is a
specialist tailors and
has been long
established as a
family business for
over 30 years in the
east of London
Edwardian Suits
Drapes and Drainpipes
Western Jackets
Box Jackets
Gambler Coats
Tail Coats
Ladies’ Jackets
Pencil Skirts
We may also create from your own design
Unit 11, Broadway Market Mews, Hackney E8 4TS
Tel: 020 7275 9735 Mobile: 07801 549251









The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.

Rivermead Leisure Complex. Reading
th
Saturday 24 January (£20)
Janis Martin, Crazy Cavan, Johnny Foxx +++
Royal Festival Hall, South Bank
th
Monday 26 January (£15 to £50)
Tiranga
Javed Akhtar – poet
Pandit Jasraj - vocals
Pandit Shiv, Kumar Sharma - santoor
Vidhwan U Shrinivas - mandolin
Ustad Zakir Hussain

Ronnie Scott’s, Frith Street
th
th
Monday 12 – Saturday 24 January (£25)
Jimmy Scott

Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank
th
Thursday 29 January (£15.50/£25)
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An Evening of Donovan
joined by his daughter Astrella

Jazz Café Camden Town
nd
Sunday 22 February (£15)
Brian Auger and the Trinity

Hammersmith Apollo
th
Thursday 29 January (£30)
Alan Parsons Project

Blackpool Opera House
th
Saturday 28 February (£15/£25)

JERRY LEE LEWIS

Royal Festival Hall, South Bank
th
Friday 30 January (£20/£35)
Isaac Hayes – Steve Winwood

www.blackpoollive.com to book
Hammersmith Apollo
th
Saturday 28 February (£26)
David Lee Roth

Hammersmith Apollo
st
Sunday 1 February (£27.50)
Joan Baez + Josh Ritter
Hammersmith Apollo
nd
Monday 2 February (£27.50)
The Doobie Brothers

King and Queen, Foley Street
th

Friday 19 March (£0)

'Tales From The Woods'
promotions presents the Tony
Papard Birthday Party
with Terry Lee

Barfly, Camden Town
nd
th
Monday – Wednesday 2 – 4 February (£10.50)
The Fall
Astoria, Charing Cross Road
th
Thursday 5 February (£13)
My Morning Jacket - JuniorSenior - Ima Robot

+ free buffet

Brixton Academy
th
Friday 6 February (£17.60)
Black Rebel Motorcycle Club
The Cooper Temple Clause

Underworld, Camden Town
th
Saturday 28 February (£10)
3rd London International Ska Festival
King Django - Pama International
Chris Murray - The Riffs

Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank
th th
Saturday/Sunday 7 /8 February (£20)
The Whirling Dervishes Of Turkey

Forum, Kentish Town
st
Monday 1 March (£20)
Love with Arthur Lee

Brixton Academy
th
Tuesday 10 February (£19)
Ryan Adams
Bush Hall, Shepherds Bush
th
Thursday 12 February (£12)
Chip Taylor – Carrie Rodriguez
Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Friday 13 February (£15)
Courtney Pine’s Devotion

Pontins Holiday Centre, Camber Sands
th
th
Friday to Sunday 5 to 7 March (£Various)

Wembley Arena
th
th
Monday/Tuesday 16 /17 February (£40/£50)
Shania Twain

Rockabilly Rave
Sonny Burgess - Jack Earls Jimmy Lee Fautheree
Planet Rockers - Deke Dickerson
Ramblin' James - Smokestack Lightnin'
Charlie Thompson and many more
For further details
Tel/Fax: +44(0)1737 370533
E-Mail: JerryChatabox@aol.com

Brixton Academy
th
Thursday 19 February (£14)
Elbow
Barbican
th
Thursday 19 February (£30)
Randy Newman
Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Friday 20 February (£25)
Peter Frampton

Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Friday 12 March (£21.50)
The Stranglers

Royal Festival Hall, South Bank
Friday/Saturday/Sunday 20/21/22 February
Tue/Thurs/Friday 24/26/27 February (£30 to £60)
Brian Wilson

Bush Hall, Shepherds Bush
th
Tuesday 16 March (£20)
Janis Ian
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Well folks, it’s there for all to see; check it out for
yourselves next time you are in one of those W.H.
chains. Put on your dark glasses, flick through the
pages (whilst glancing nervously either side of
you) and, once you have spied the article, please
put it back on the shelf as quickly as possible.
Long time exposure to an inferior magazine could
be damaging to your intellect.
I received a phone call over the Christmas holiday
period from 'Tales From The Woods' subscriber
Calum ‘Grunge’ Russell, up there in bonnie
Sutherland, north west Scotland. He had a
bizarrely interesting story to convey. On the island
of St Kilda, uninhabited since 1930, lying 60 miles
north west of the Outer Hebrides (see TFTW
issue 28 for further details – and don’t forget you
read it within these illustrious pages first) the
National Trust has discovered, in the ruins of a
croft, a piano. Naturally it is very much the worse
for wear after being abandoned to the elements
for over seventy years, hopelessly out of tune, and
riddled with woodworm but experts believe that
the instrument can be renovated.

Vauxhall Holiday Park, Great Yarmouth
th
th
Friday to Sunday 26 to 28 March (from £65)

Shake, Rattle and Roll Weekender
Dave Edmunds’ Band – Freddie Bell The Stargazers – Lucas and the Dynamos
plus many more
UCL Bloomsbury
th
th
Friday to Sunday 9 to 11 April (£25)

So how did a piano exist on the strictly no-singing,
no-dancing, Calvinist island? Without doubt it
would be considered a tool of the devil. Obviously
it was a gift from persons on the mainland,
blissfully ignorant of the islanders’ religion, being
brought to the island across violent seas. Once
landed, somehow it would have to be transported
unnoticed to the family croft a couple of miles
outside its tiny harbour capital, Puffin Bay, but all
that would sound like a walk in the park compared
to the task of keeping it hidden from the eyes of
the extremely close knit and interbred community.
There is no question to the fact that, had the
family been found out, they would have been
ostracised and forced off the island on the first
available mail boat.

Ray Davies
Shepherds Bush Empire
th
Tuesday 27 April (£14)
George Thorogood and the Destroyers
Barbican
th
Friday 30 April (£20/£35)
Sonny Rollins
Imitation being the sincerest form of flattery, is the
mainstream monthly musical press scouring the
pages of TFTW for inspiration? Or, more
alarmingly, do we have a mole amongst us? Take,
for example, Wreckless Eric. Ignored for many a
year by both the weeklies and the monthlies, we
do a piece on Eric in issue 35 (November) and
what do we find within the pages of one of our
glossy competitors? A full page spread on the
wreckless one. Good news, for sure, for Eric;
more punters at a gig, bigger venue, fatter pay
packet.

At the time of writing the piano is, for the first time
in almost ¾ of a century, safe and warm inside the
island’s only watering hole, the Puffin Inn, being
repaired as time allows. Calum, a near fanatical
Jerry Lee Lewis fan and National Trust member,
who makes spasmodic trips to this unearthly and
isolated outpost of the United Kingdom, is looking
forward to being the first person to play some
Jerry Lee licks on this antiquated upright. The
Devil’s Music heard in the Puffin Inn – surely the
ancestors will be turning in their graves. See you
th
in Blackpool on the 28 Calum.

“A mere coincidence!” I hear a detractor cry, “A
one off!” Well, not quite. Another glossy whose
latest edition has just hit the news stands, one
which caters very much for the younger market,
amongst those articles containing the flavours of
the month (i.e. The Darkness, My Morning Jacket)
is a piece on Jacques Brel (TFTW issue 36). Now
what possible relevance can the Belgique
Romantique have to the ‘yoof’ market?

'Tales From The Woods' subscriber George
Brown of Margate, Kent informs us that he has a
number of 78 rpm records for sale at around £1
each. For the full list and further details you can
contact George weekdays only, between 19:00
and 22:00 on 01843 294791.
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Back issues of 'Tales From The Woods' (which I
like to think of as Collector’s Items) are available,
although some issues have depleted rapidly over
the past months… when they are gone, they are
gone, never to be copied again. So if any of you
loyal subscribers or compulsive collectors need
any back issues you need to be pretty quick off
the mark. Back issues are sold at two for £1.
Infant issues (1 to 6) are available, in annual form
only, at a near giveaway price of a mere £1.10.
Contact via the usual channels.

A speedy recovery is wished to 'Tales From The
Woods' marketing manager Ken Major who has
suffered from a bout of bronchial pneumonia.
Although very much on the mend now, Ken has
been advised by the doctor to take life easy for a
while yet. Sorry Ken. No sitting around on freezing
cold river banks on marathon fishing sessions and
no long, late nights at Rock'n'Roll Weekenders.
Well, Hemsby is still a few months away yet so
nothing to worry about there.
The editorial board spoke to Ken on the telephone
just days before going to press and he assures all
his friends and fans that all is going well and he
was frantically typing away preparing his ‘Day Two
at The Ponderosa Stomp in New Orleans’ article
from back in May last year. Well Ken, I am sure I
speak for all our readers when I say if the second
instalment is nearly as good as the first, it will be
bloody brilliant. (We’ve now seen the article but
couldn’t fit it in this month. Ken, we promise it will
be in February’s issue – with Part three in March?)

Independent filmmaker and 'Tales From The
Woods' subscriber Mike Dicks mentioned in his
Christmas card to yours truly that marketing
manager Ken Majors and I should meet up with
him early in the New Year to discuss the film
project.

Best wishes go out to 'Tales From The Woods'
veteran contributor Neil Foster who has recently
moved house, leaving the former mill town of
Nelson, Lancs for the invigorating air of St Helens.
Neil has asked for the good news to be passed
through these pages of this esteemed magazine
that, once settled in, he will be throwing open his
doors for a wild house-warming party. All
contributors and subscribers to 'Tales From The
Woods' will be welcome.

Yes folks, the dream of creating “Tales From The
Woods: The Movie” is making its first hesitant
steps towards becoming a reality. The basic
concept is the roots music as seen and
experienced through the eyes of the fans; a
unique idea simply because it has never been
done before. Many of you within the world of
TFTW have been on the roots music scene well in
excess of forty years. We need to get all these
memories captured for posterity while we can;
also promoters, musicians, everyone who has a
story to tell.

On behalf of the 'Tales From The Woods' editorial
board I wish to thank Rockin’ Ronnie Cowles of
Leigh-on-Sea, Essex for his very generous
donation to our magazine which arrived
unexpectedly through the post around the middle
of the year just past. Thank you Ronnie; much
appreciated. Hope to see you at one of our gang
meet ups during the course of 2004.

So we really need your help with as much input as
possible, not just from the U.K. but Europe as
well, the United States, Australia, New Zealand;
anywhere that our music has been performed,
collected and listened to, anywhere in the world.
There is a great deal of work to do; sponsorship
will no doubt have to be discussed.

Thanks also to our resident genius of soul, John
‘Soulboy’ Joliffe who, along with Brian ‘Little’
Jessup provided the prizes for the raffle held at
th
their shared birthday bash back on December 5
last; a kind and very helpful idea, it raised a
pleasing sum for our future endeavours.

So if you want to participate along with your ideas
don’t hesitate to contact 'Tales From The Woods'
via phone, fax, letter, e-mail, carrier pigeon etc.
Help to make this project a reality. Yes folks 2004
could be the year that will change our lives.

A thank you must also go out to Steve Howarth
of Brierfield, Lancs; I was indeed flattered by your
trust in me and I hope to catch up with you during
2004 (Intriguing – H)
Happy New Year to all of you out there in Woody
Land. See you next month.

Keith Woods.
-
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Early Warning

Acknowledgements

Should we here at the 'Tales From The Woods'
editorial board run late with the February issue
(perish the very thought – H) please cut out and
keep in a safe place.

Editor – Keith Woods
Page 3, The Buzz – Keith Woods
Surreal Encounters – Tony Papard
Vidler’s Views– Darren Vidler
The Funkster – The Funkster
Waxo’s Tit Bits – Tony Wilkinson
Book Review – Neil Foster
Jerry Lee Lewis – Tony Papard
Mr Angry – John Howard

February Gang Meet Up
will be at

New Year Notebook – Lee Wilkinson

The Salisbury,
St Martins Lane W1

Jimmy Cliff – Keith Woods

th

on Friday 20 February from 18:30 onwards
departing for a meal between 19:45 and 20:30
hours. Hope to see as many of you as possible.
- - - - - - - - - - - -







Rockin’ Ramblings –Dan O’Coffey
Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Joliffe



Jazz Junction – Dave Carroll
CD Reviews – Brian Clark
Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade
Marketing Manager – Ken Major
Website – FatBellyPeat
Keith’s Little Helper – ‘H’









If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

Look out for part two of Ken Major’s
review of this event next month
(Honest!)

Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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